
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING AS A MATTER OF UPMOST URGENCY  
This document is also available at  https://keepinformed.info/ (keep an eye out for updates) 

 
 

 The information provided here is not exhaustive so please continue to research to be as informed as possible. 
There is a significant amount of content  – please take the time needed as soon as possible to read it – it may very 

well save your health and the health of those you love.  
 
 
 

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN VACCINATIONS & FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT.  THIS IS FOR ALL 
THOSE WHO HAVE PEACE AND LOVE IN THEIR HEARTS AND WHO VALUE TRUTH AND FREEDOM.   

 

The intention of this document is most certainly NOT to tell you what to do – it is simply to provide access to 

information that is currently being suppressed and/or rapidly removed/deleted.  Many of us are unaware that 

there is significant censorship underway and consequently it is extremely difficult to access unbiased information 

or indeed ANY information.   The information contained here shares the knowledge and expertise of thousands of 

professionals from around the globe, namely Doctors, Scientists, Virologists, Immunologists, Geneticists, Whistle-

blowers, Criminal and Human-rights Attorneys, Investigative Journalists, and the list goes on and on.  Given the 

credibility and credentials (and the huge number) of those speaking out surely we must begin to ask:-  ‘Why are all 

these professionals so concerned?”, ‘Why are they being so aggressively discredited and blocked from speaking 

out?’ and ‘Why aren’t we hearing any of this information from the Media or Government?’  Given that we appear 

to only be hearing one side of the argument – surely it is time that we consider what the ‘other’ side is saying so 

that we can make OUR OWN FULLY INFORMED decisions?  Hopefully this document will help with that process.   

 

It is important for us to realise that these many professionals (speaking out) are selflessly risking their lives and 

livelihoods for US – they have NOTHING to gain and everything to lose.  Please think very carefully before 

disregarding this gift that they are giving to try to warn us. There are so many questions that we’re all asking right 

now – and these amazing professionals are working as hard as they possibly can to sift through all the lies and 

deceptions to bring us more and more of the truth.  Please be open to the truth and to really ‘questioning’ the 

paradigms, belief systems and narratives that we have just ‘assumed’ to be true.  Please be open to taking some 

time to at least consider the information they’re sharing - even if it does seem outrageous or shocking.  Afterall, if 

we only read/view information that is ‘in agreement’ with what we already consider to be true then this will just 

lead to ‘Confirmation Bias’ which unfortunately keeps our viewpoint narrow and limited.  Whilst it can be 

comforting to hold onto what we (think we) know - it is the brave soul indeed who is humble and open enough to 

investigate with truly ‘fresh eyes.  So please be that brave soul – you are what the world urgently needs right now.  

And if we choose to look the other way, then we must accept the consequences of that choice which may be truly 

devastating – not only for ourselves but for our loved ones.  The truth is out there - if we look then we will find.    
 

What you will soon discover upon reading this document is that we are all in the fight of our lives right now – 

please let these words penetrate and resonate deeply.  The resounding message from these professionals is that 

we have been terribly deceived for decades - on so many levels and in so many ways.  This is now the opportunity 

for us to finally discover the truth and to create the world that we and our precious children deserve and dream of 

– a world that is truly compassionate, healthy and free.  The reality they are sharing is that time is running out for 

us to change the tide – particularly in Australia because the censorship has been so extreme that our ‘lack of 

awareness’ is quite profound.  We can no longer wait for someone else to fix the situation we are in - each and 

every one of us will need to become informed and stand together if we are to have a chance.  We are the many, 

‘they’ are the few, and we are far more amazing, loving, resilient and powerful than we can possibly imagine – 

‘they’ just want us to forget that truth. There is no doubt that things are extremely serious, but please NEVER lose 

hope – the human spirit (particularly the Aussie spirit!) is absolutely extraordinary and we should feel so 

encouraged by the unified action that is currently taking place GLOBALLY.  There are no limits to what is possible if 

we come together in unity, truth and compassion.  Please take the time to read the information here – that is all 

that is being asked.    * A MESSAGE OF HOPE:-  https://odysee.com/@weareresistance:9/DR--MARIJE-BERKELAAR:b) 
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FULL INFORMATION  (WITH LINKS) 
 

NB:  If links have been deleted/blocked – please check on ‘alternate sites’ because they will likely be ‘re-posted’ there.  These 
include odysee.com, bitchute.com, rumble.com, brighteon.com, brandnewtube.com, etc 

 
  

1.   HUMAN RIGHTS, FREEDOM and DEMOCRACY - ARE WE LOSING IT ALL?  IS MEDIA, REGULATORY AGENCY AND 
GOVERNMENTAL CENSORSHIP REALLY HAPPENING?     YES.   As is explained in the links below:-  citizens are being 
warned by experts around the world that we are currently experiencing the worst truth suppression, propaganda, 
corruption, psychological manipulation, media and governmental censorship (as well as governmental over-reach) 
the world has ever seen.  When we lose our human rights and freedoms (including freedom of speech, 
information, assembly, bodily autonomy, etc) are we still in a democracy or have we shifted to a DICTATORSHIP?  

As you will see from the information provided in the links below, global elites (ie. the globalists including BigPharma, 
BigCorporate, BigIT, BigAgriculture, Bigbanks, etc -whose personal wealth is in the trillions and is growing day by day), 
have enormous control and influence over ‘key’ institutions and agencies GLOBALLY.  These include (for example) 
‘PRIVATELY’ (or predominantly privately) funded ‘pseudo’ regulatory agencies such as the World Economic Forum 
(WEF), the World Health Organisation (WHO) and The Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations (GAVI) as well as 
‘GOVERNMENT’ agencies such as the (USA’s) Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC), Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), National Institute of Health (NIH) and Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration in Australia 
(TGA).  The globalist (particularly BigPharma) have total control over GLOBAL MEDIA (including here in Australia) as 
well as significant influence over these ‘pseudo’ regulatory and government agencies.  How is this possible?  Because 
the Globalist are their primary donors, sponsors, advertisers and funding providers and/or they have a ‘vested interest’ 
in profiting from the products they manufacture (eg vaccines). This is important to appreciate because it explains how 
none of these agencies and regulatory bodies are ‘unbiased’ because they are all highly motivated to ensure that the 
funding they receive is maintained.  That is, they must do what they are ‘asked’ to do by their ‘investors, donors, 
advertisers and sponsors’ because without their funding they would not survive.  This is why they put the best interests 
of their ‘sponsors’ above the best interest of citizens. 

The Globalists’ influence over ‘key agencies’ is profound.  An example of this can be seen with the World Health 
Organisation (WHO):-  “Bill Gates contributes to the WHO via multiple avenues, including the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation as well as GAVI, which was founded by the Gates Foundation in partnership with WHO, the World Bank and 
various vaccine manufacturers.”  “…Gates “also routes funding to WHO through SAGE and UNICEF and Rotary 
International bringing his total contributions to over $1 BILLION” “The sheer magnitude of his foundation’s financial 
contributions has made Bill Gates an unofficial – albeit unelected – leader of the WHO.  “During the 2009 HIN1 (swine 
flu) pandemic, secret agreements were made between Germany, Great Britain, Italy and France with the 
pharmaceutical industry BEFORE the H1N1 pandemic began, which stated that they would purchase H1N1 flu 
vaccinations – but only if a pandemic level 6 was declared by WHO”   During the “six weeks before the pandemic was 
declared, no one at the WHO was worried about the virus, but the media was nonetheless exaggerating the dangers.  
Then, in the month leading up to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, the WHO changed the official definition of pandemic, 
removing the severity and high mortality criteria and leaving the definition of pandemic as a ‘high worldwide epidemic 
of a disease’” (ie. the common cold now meets ‘pandemic criteria’).  “This switch in definition allowed WHO to declare 
swine flu a pandemic…”  In 2010, Dr Wolfgang Wodarg, then head of health at the Council of Europe, accused 
pharmaceutical Companies of influencing WHO”s pandemic declaration, calling swine flu a “false pandemic” that  was 
driven by Big Pharma, which cashed in on the health scare”.(https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/trustwho-
documentary-who-corruption-funding-bill-gates/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=0ae87ec1-ff3b-4324-aec9-
20f818857cb8)    We are now in exactly the same scenario with SarsCov2 – the only difference being that after just a few 
tragic deaths (ie less than 30) from the swine flu vaccines, the entire vaccine program was IMMEDIATELY and 
PERMANENTLY stopped.  We now have covid vaccine deaths and injuries in the MILLIONS (detailed in section below) – 
but these alarming figures along with warnings from thousands of doctors are NOTABLY falling on deaf ears.  That in 
and of itself is alarming. 
 
The above is just the ‘tip of the iceberg’ but it does help explain the financial connections that exist across ALL 
INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENTAL and POLICITIAL spheres and how this in turn allows for extreme levels of control, influence 
and bias.  The singular narrative that is being promoted currently by the media, regulatory agencies and governments 
are occurring because they are merely mirroring the objectives of their funding bodies – who, in effect, control them.   
Understanding these connections explains how and why we are being bombarded with high level (and extremely 
effective) psychological manipulation such that ‘full information and facts’ are being heavily suppressed and a one-
sided ‘pro-vax’ rhetoric is heavily promoted.  The constant ‘fear mongering’ has made us unquestionably ‘accept’ and 
‘support’ a false and destructive narrative. And gaining access to credible information via typical ‘search engines’ is now 



virtually impossible.  Whistle-blowers’ from Big I.T. such as Google, Youtube and Facebook have confirmed that this 
censorship is actively underway so as to ensure (for example) that when we do a computer search we will only see ‘pro-
vaccine’ content along with information from ‘fact checkers’.  And anything that goes against the globalists’ narrative is 
automatically accused of being ‘anti-vax’, ‘misinformation’ or ‘conspiracies’ which is a clever strategy guided by 
BigPharma as it deters us from really researching the facts and applying our own critical thinking.  Indeed, as per the 
information below, it has now been evidenced that ‘fact-checkers’ are also heavily funded/sponsored by BigPharma 
(eg. vaccine manufacturers) and their goal is to unquestionably promote vaccines whilst simultaneously discrediting 
(with absolutely no foundation) the many highly credible and credentialed medical experts who are trying to expose 
the true reality of what is underway.   And the globalists are succeeding because many of us are believing the 

propaganda, lies and psychological tactics that they are utilising and ‘force feeding’ to us.  

We are being warned (in the information below) that when society only receives a BIASED and CENSORED narrative, 
and when freedoms are depleted and removed (ie. freedom of:- speech, assembly, bodily autonomy, worship, work, 
etc), then by definition we are no longer in a democracy – we have shifted into a DICTATORSHIP….it’s just that most of 
us haven’t realised this yet.  The urgent warning being shared is to PLEASE realise that this constant high-level 
propaganda is designed to MAXIMISE FEAR and MISINFORMATION– it is very intentional and was pre-planned decades 
ago (eg. Event 201, Agenda 21, Lockstep, etc – refer below) and the only way to escape it is to ‘stop listening to and 
watching’ the media and ‘government’ messaging and become informed via UNBIASED alternate sources of 
information.  Now more than ever we must prioritise doing our own research and trusting our OWN instincts.  We must 
constantly remind ourselves that the (controllers of the) mainstream media (as well as a lot of ‘social media’) and 
governments are intentionally feeding us misinformation so that they can achieve BigPharma’s (ie the Globalists) goals.  
By instilling fear they can then easily enforce masks, PCR testing, lockdowns, vaccines, vaccine passports, ‘quarantine 
‘camps’ etc.  We are being manipulatively ‘GROOMED’ so they can achieve their ultimate goals.  (Please refer to 
‘Agenda’ section below).  

-   GLOBAL Media Manipulation and Corruption - https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/media  (and there are many 
other videos and more information on this website).   
-  * Video discussing the corruption in the World Health Org (WHO) – the Bill Gates & BigPharma link:-  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/trustwho-documentary-who-corruption-funding-bill-
gates/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=0ae87ec1-ff3b-4324-aec9-20f818857cb8 
- * FOLLOW THE MONEY-explains how the corruption of media & Governments, regulatory agencies (etc) 
occurred:- https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/04/bill-sardi/who-runs-the-world-blackrock-and-vanguard/   AND  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/blackrock-vanguard-own-big-pharma-media/   AND  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/blackrock-vanguard-control-almost-everything-you-
buy/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=bf295a70-3c1f-4697-bab8-30cba5344387   
“Who owns the World article:- https://www.lewrockwell.com/2012/07/andrew-gavin-marshall/who-really-runs-the-
world-conspiracies-hidden-agendas-and-the-plan-for-worldgovernment/ 
 

-   WARNING FROM MANY DOCTORS GLOBALLY – ‘DON’T GET THE INJECTIONS’:- Dr Kaufman, Dr Hilde De Smit, Dr 
Nils Fosse, Dr Elizabeth Evans, Dr Mohammad Adil, Dr Vernon Coleman, Dr Dolores Cahill, Dr Zac Cox, Dr Anna 
Forbes, Dr Ralf Sundberg, Dr Johan Denis, Dr Daniel Cullum, Dr Anne Fierlahjn, Dr Tom Cowan, Dr Kevin Corbett, Dr 
Carrie Madej, Dr Barre Lando, Dr Piotr Rubis, Dr Natalia Prego Cancelo, Dr Rashid Buttar, Dr Nour De San, Dr Kelly 
Brogan, Prof Konstantin Pavlidis, Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Dr Heiko Santelmann, Dr Margareta Griesz-Brisson, Dr Mikael 
Nordfors, Dr Elke de Klerk, etc.   All of these doctors are represented in the video link below:- 
https://odysee.com/@EduardoCorrochio:4/Doctors-Around-the-World-Issue-Dire-Warning--DO-NOT-GET-THE-
COVID-VACCINE!!:f      (Please also refer to section below – ‘WARNING FROM DOCTORS’) 
 

- Australian Psychologist Ros Cook – her message of DEEP CONCERN to ALL MENTAL/ALLIED HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS regarding never before seen government censorship (eg by AHPRA etc) and reminding them of 
their Mandatory Reporting Obligations  - particularly when there are risks to children:-  
https://rumble.com/vlq0js-australian-psych-perspective.html.    (AHPRA is the Australian regulatory Agency for 
health care professionals). 
 - Australian Dr Carolyn Becker (Australian MD) – advising that AHPRA is stopping Australian doctors and health 
care professionals from speaking out.   
- Warning to Australia – this is how the HOLOCAUST began:-  https://odysee.com/@BannedVideos:8/Australias-
Final-Warning:0    AND    
- AUSTRALIA’S HEALTH REGULATORY AGENCY (AHPRA) IS BLOCKING truth being told re: vaccine deaths in aged 
care:- https://odysee.com/@Lukeys-Health-Channel:5/Australia-Vaccine-Adverse-Evenst---Aged-Care:8 



 - AUSTRALIAN POLICE OFFICERS are speaking out (Cops for Covid Truth) against this crisis and are WARNING US 
about the loss of democracy that is underway - https://advocateme.wixsite.com/copsforcovidtruth  AND  Warning 
from former Australian Police Officer about the censorship underway - 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5x6MT4ZdxhEy/ 
- The vaccine injured are trying to share their stories but are being vigorously censored and deleted.  We must ask 
ourselves – why aren’t we hearing any of this from the Media or Government?      (Please also refer to sections below 
re: a) those sharing their vaccines experiences AND b) the vaccine death and injury data) AND c) thousands of doctors warnings). 
 

-  AUSTRALIAN GIRL speaking out:-  https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/b5wRQktaR5K4:e 
-  Young woman seriously vaccine injured tries to tell her story:- 

https://odysee.com/@WhatIsTruth_WasIstWahrheit_2:f/YOUNG-LADY-AFTER-COVID-JAB:a 
-  Multiple injuries -  https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/Cb2NZRz52yhc:2 
-  Multiple injuries -  https://odysee.com/@EricDubay:c/Terrible-Covid-Vaccine-Reactions---PLEASE-SHARE!:1 
-  Nurses injured - https://odysee.com/@mentealt:1/the-vaccine-injured-unite:b 
-  Multiple injuries –  https://odysee.com/@mentealt:1/the-vaccine-injured-unite:b  - 50% of Americans now NOT  

getting vaccinated)  AND  Vaccine injury website - https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/ 
 

- AUSTALIAN DOCTORS ALARMED:  ’The Covid Medical Network’ are speaking out about effective treatments being 
intentionally blocked, lockdowns, the PCR test, the now proven DANGERS OF THE VACCINES, and concerns about the 
validity of BigPharma’s vaccines studies (ie. they have now requested the government provide them with study 
data).  They have also sent a letter to Health Minister Greg Hunt informing of the HUGE SUCCESS of therapeutic 
treatments which are seemingly being suppressed (eg Ivermectin), AND they have written an open letter to ALL 
DOCTORS IN AUSTRALIA expressing their enormous concern regarding the safety of the vaccines (experimental 
injections) and reminding them of their oath to “FIRST DO NO HARM” – PLEASE REFER TO POINT 4 FOR INFO.  
 

- America’s Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) speaking out:- https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/press_releases/media-in-
big-pharmas-pocket-attacks-physicians-who-promote-cheap-effective-early-treatment-options-for-covid-19/   AND 
shockingly high vaccine injury and death rates are occurring so why aren’t the vaccines being stopped- have we 
forgotten the horrors of Thalidomide?  https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/videos/summit-sessions-the-science-lee-
merritt-md-what-is-vaers-and-what-does-it-show/ 
 

-  World Doctors Alliance  speaking out.  They have written an “Open letter to all the citizens and governments of 
the world:-  https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/    
 

- Frontline Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance speaking out:-   Frontline Doctors speaking out about their HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE therapeutic protocols and about their concerns over the dangers of the vaccines/injections:- :- 
https://covid19criticalcare.com/ 
 

- Australian Government has ‘quietly and rapidly’ passed a Surveillance Bill which not only allows 
government authorities to spy on anyone, anywhere at any time without a warrant, but to also change 
or delete anyone's emails, social media posts, text messages or any other messaging (refer to 

AVN.org.au).    tutanota.com/blog/posts/australia-surveillance-bill    
 

-  Australian Government Just Approved A Bunch Of New Cyber-Spying Powers For Police:-  
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2021/08/identify-and-disrupt-bill-australia-passed/ 
 

-  Australia passes surveillance bill that lets police take over accounts, alter, and delete data    
https://www.techspot.com/news/91071-australia-passes-surveillance-bill-police-take-over-accounts.html 
 

- An Even ‘Hacking’ Field – Government Surveillance Bill Passed by Parliament 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/even-hacking-field-government-surveillance-bill-passed-parliament 
 

- *** World Health Organisation (WHO) whistleblower – Astrid Stuckelberger -  
https://odysee.com/@devrijeomroep:6/astrid-stuckelberger-1:e   AND 
https://thehighwire.com/videos/episode-224-the-covid-cartel/ 
 

- *AUSTRALIA IS THE MOST LOCKDOWNED COUNTRY IN THE WORLD – it’s alarming to realise that the rest of the 
world is looking at us in fear & sympathy as we lose our freedoms:- https://rumble.com/vlc10u-australia-itstime.html   
 

- GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK WHISTLEBLOWERS (on Project Veritas) highlight the power of the internet and how 
Google has lied with regard to algorithm changes they have made which determines search outcomes and access to 
unbiased information.   Eg. Facebook whistleblower - Morgan Kahmann discloses the intentional algorithm changes 
that have occurred so that any information that does not support political agendas or is not ‘pro-vaccine’ is 
considered ‘misinformation’ or ‘vaccine hesitancy and is therefore BLOCKED or DELETED -  
https://www.projectveritas.com/video/breaking-facebook-data-technician-morgan-kahmann-goes-on-record-upon-



being/   AND  Google whistleblower - Zach Vorhies  similarly discloses algorithm changes implemented to ‘support’ 
specific political agendas and tamper with elections:-  https://www.projectveritas.com/news/zach-vorhies-google/ 
 
 

VACCINE PASSPORTS WARNING – ‘WE MUST STOP THEM AT ALL COSTS’:-    
 

-  Naomi Wolf -  https://odysee.com/@micireland:e/Naomi-Wolf-V-passport:e   AND   
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vJB7z8w61JIR/  
- ** Warning from Israel: - https://odysee.com/@transformation:f/WARNING-FROM-ISRAEL-ABOUT-VACCINE-
PASSPORTS:e 
 

 And citizens are standing up GLOBALLY against VACCINE PASSPORTS :- 
 - Huge protest in Italy - https://odysee.com/@WAM:0/exclusivemassiveprotestsinitalywam:7  
-  Italians burning their passports - https://odysee.com/@OzFlor:7/KR:d 
-  In France - https://odysee.com/@ResistTheNWO:15/FranceRejectRestaurantVaccinePassports:1  
- All over Europe - https://www.bitchute.com/video/0giYBrcka1wD/ 
- Huge protests in Berlin despite lockdowns:- https://www.bitchute.com/video/JVYnitug7BHC/  
- Multiple states in the USA are protecting their freedoms and PROHIBITING vaccine passports  (Eg Texas - 
https://odysee.com/@wayoftheworld:7/dontmesswithtexas:7 
 

-  Fact checkers are FUNDED by BigPharma/BigIT/BigCorp to intentionally discredit all credible information and 
anyone or anything that goes against the ‘pro-vaccine’ narrative is viciously attacked with lies:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/court-hears-chd-arguments-facebook-zuckerberg-fact-
checkers/   and   https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Vaccines-Lies-And-Smears-Odyssey-Comp-
2:c   AND  https://odysee.com/@Truth_will_set_You_Free:0/covid-19-who-fact-checks-the:6   AND  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/reuters-fact-check-covid-social-media-pfizer-world-economic-
forum/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=64413bee-3d22-46c8-af86-131ee15714f7 
-Dr Sam Bailey (GP/MD) - Bigpharma and the WWII connection – have we learnt anything?  
https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/safe-and-effective,-then-and-now:6 
-Regulatory corruption:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/regulatory-corruption-cdc-nih-millions-
licensing-deals-covid-technologies/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=d6808c4f-5a46-4ce8-801a-
c6437bf1120b 
- National Institute of Health (NIH) owns half the patent for Moderna vaccine (they have a HUGE vested interest in 
vaccine profits) - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/new-docs-nih-owns-half-of-moderna-vaccine/ 
 

- Bill Gates, Epstein & mainstream media’s conspiracy:- (scroll down for video):- 
 https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/russell-brand-jeffrey-epstein-bill-gates-philanthropy-corruption/ 
 

- The World Health Organisation (WHO) is a ‘captured/corrupted’ NGO that is heavily funded by PRIVATE 
DONORS.  It has major ties to BigPharma and vaccine development – and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is 
their LARGEST DONOR:-  https://odysee.com/@GilB:b/Dr.-Mercola-Discusses-the-World-Health-Organization:1 
 

- There is corruption and conflicts of interest in the CDC, FDA, WHO and NIH:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/cdc-who/  AND  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/regulatory-
corruption-cdc-nih-millions-licensing-deals-covid-technologies/  AND  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/vaccine-
secrets/video-chapters/the-fda-cdc-media-and-politicians-receive-money-from-vaccine-makers/ 
 

- Dr Merryl Nass:-  BIgPharma and regulatory corruption (eg. the CDC, Centres for Disease Control, has the CDC 
Foundation which RECEIVES MONEY FROM VACCINE MANUFACTURERS:-  
https://odysee.com/@VaxxedDoctors:c/Dr-Meryl-Nass,-MD---on-Vaccines:3 
 

-  Anthony Fauci (Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases).  HE CANNOT BE TRUSTED -     
Attorney Robert Kennedy exposes who Anthony Fauci REALLY is-  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-book-the-real-anthony-
fauci/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=51f1fc9b-98e1-4b80-8f5e-1bd431d8ae79 
 

- Dr David Martin & Attorney Reiner Fuellmich discussing the VACCINE PATENTS – this whole crisis is all about the 
money:- https://tapnewswire.com/2021/07/a-manufactured-illusion-dr-david-martin-with-reiner-fuellmich-9-7-21/  
 

- Professor Gigi Foster (Economics) - THE HUGE COST OF LOCKDOWNS 
https://odysee.com/@LockdownSkepticism:f/Gigi-Foster---Inquiry-into-the-Victorian-Government-Response-to-
Covid:7 
 

- Regulatory agencies are owned by ‘bigpharma’ - vaccine makers are CONVICTED FELONS’:-  
https://odysee.com/@yellowgenius:0/ROBERT-KENNEDY-JR-ON-VACCINES:7 



 

2.  MILLIONS ARE PROTESTING AROUND THE WORLD – COULD THEY ALL BE WRONG? 
THEY’RE NOT WRONG.  As is explained in the links:-  citizens are protesting globally against lockdowns, vaccine 
mandates, vaccine passports (etc).  THEY ARE STANDING UP FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, FREEDOM & DEMOCRACY.   
 
 

As you can see in the links below, millions of citizens are ‘standing-up’ in France, Greece, Italy, USA, Canada, 
Australia, Germany, South Korea, Poland…..everywhere around the globe. Millions are protesting and yet 
mainstream media will either criticize, disparage and discredit those taking part or they won’t ‘report’ on it at all – 
and platforms like Google, Facebook and Youtube (etc) are deprioritizing searches and deleting footage/content 
by the second.   Why is this occurring?  Could it be that they are doing everything they can to stop us from seeing 
that citizens around the world are discovering the truth and are empowered in unity?  And are they instead trying 
to convince us that all is ‘ok’ and that everyone is happy with the current situation?  Well, that is clearly NOT the 
truth.  Citizens are reposting the footage just as fast as BigIT is pulling it down and these brave individuals are 
doing all they can to share (and warn) their fellow international citizens.  These protestors are standing up in 
solidarity because they have realised the dangerous situation we’re all in and the LOSS OF DEMOCRACY (and 
worse) that is underway.   They are asking us (imploring us) to stand-up and wake-up. 
 

France:- https://odysee.com/@WarRoomShow:5/5.-Violent-Protests-Erupt-In-France-Over-Vaccine-Mandate-
(H3S1):7   
London:- https://childrenshealthdefense.eu/aiovg_videos/the-month-the-tide-turned-a-million-in-motion-london-
may-2021-oracle-films/  
Berlin:-  https://childrenshealthdefense.eu/aiovg_videos/1-3-millions-people-for-freedom-in-berlin-in-august-29-
2020-germany   
Europe -  https://odysee.com/@shortXXvids:e/France-Anti-Vax-Mandate-Protest---July-17-2021:d?  (multiple videos)  
AND  https://odysee.com/$/search?q=covid%20protests  
AND  https://odysee.com/$/search?q=covid%20protests%20france%20berlin%20   
AND  https://johnplatinumgoss.com/2021/05/30/loads-of-people-loads-of-photos-the-demo-they-want-you-to-
think-never-took-place/     
AND   https://odysee.com/@LockdownSkepticism:f/Midlands-UK-covid-protests:7     
AND     https://odysee.com/@TimTruth:b/Auprotests:5?      
AND  https://odysee.com/@NoNewAbnormal:4/Canada---COVID-PROTESTS-AT-PARLIAMENT-HILL!:e   
AND  https://odysee.com/@LockdownSkepticism:f/2020-08-18---massive-covid-protests-in-South-Korea:2  
AND in Perth - https://odysee.com/@FreedomFighter:a/Perth-Protest-Rally---Saturday---05---September---2020:e     
 
And citizens have recently protested GLOBALLY against VACCINE PASSPORTS :- 
 - Massive protests in Italy - https://odysee.com/@WAM:0/exclusivemassiveprotestsinitalywam:7  
-  Italians burning their passports - https://odysee.com/@OzFlor:7/KR:d 
- In France - https://odysee.com/@ResistTheNWO:15/FranceRejectRestaurantVaccinePassports:1  
- All over Europe - https://www.bitchute.com/video/0giYBrcka1wD/ 
- Huge protests in Berlin despite lockdowns:- https://www.bitchute.com/video/JVYnitug7BHC/  
- In Poland - https://odysee.com/@shortXXvids:e/Poland-Vax-Pass-Protest--Aug-8-2021:8 
- Texas (and other US states) are protecting their freedoms and PROHIBITING vaccine passports 
https://odysee.com/@wayoftheworld:7/dontmesswithtexas:7 
- Amsterdam - https://odysee.com/@Sydewalkclosed:6/anti-vaccine-passport-protest-in:4  AND  
https://odysee.com/@alltheworldsastage:0/Sept-5th-Amsterdam-Massive-Over-1-Hour-Long-March-Anti-Vaccine-
Passports-Demonstration-Protest:e  
 
 

 
3.  INFORMATION ABOUT ‘PRE’-COVID VACCINES – HAVE THEY BEEN SAFE AND EFFECTIVE? 
As is explained in the links below:-  Vaccine manufacturers have repeatedly proven that they cannot be trusted.  
We now know that ALL vaccines (since their inception), to varying degrees, have caused significant harm.  In fact, 
many vaccine manufacturers are “Convicted Felons”. 
 
 

As can be seen in the links below:- Research is now revealing that the UNvaccinated are FAR HEALTHIER than the 
Vaccinated and that vaccines have caused significant deaths and injuries across all age groups.   Vaccine 
manufacturers/BigPharma along with regulatory agencies have been heavily implicated in the coverup.   And even 
though it has been well proven that vaccines cause all manner of terrible diseases, disorders and deaths, 
BigPharma (with the support of government and regulatory agencies) have ensured that they are COMPLETELY 
FREE FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY via the 1986 Compensation Act and other legislative shielding.  So now, the 



cost of vaccine injury and deaths is paid by the TAX-PAYER who must not only fund the cost of the harmful 
vaccines themselves, but then must also pay for the resulting injuries. And as is detailed below, ‘they’ have made 
successfully receiving damages an extremely difficult process – particularly for citizens who are often seriously ill 
and extremely financially strained.  In the USA - over 4 BILLION tax-payer dollars (ie. government funding) has 
been paid as a result of death and injuries caused by vaccines – not to mention the additional heavy burden on 
health care systems around the world. As a result of the new findings which have exposed that the ‘covid’ 
injections are INNEFFECTIVE (ie. only between 0-2% efficacy) and INCREDIBLY UNSAFE (ie. with millions of vaccine 
deaths and injuries globally), INDEPENDENT scientists and researchers (ie. NOT funded by BigPharma) are taking a 
much closer look at the safety and efficacy of ALL vaccines - and it is these same scientists, doctors and 
researchers who are now being blocked, barred, threatened, silenced and struck off as they try to speak out and 
warn citizens around the globe.     
 

- The 1986 Compensation Act – https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/childhood-vaccine-injury-act-
protect/   AND   https://odysee.com/@DocumentaryForKevin:d/1986---The-Act-(2020):7.    
- COVD vaccine Secrets – a helpful introductory video.   https://childrenshealthdefense.org/covid-vaccine-secrets/  
 

- Vaccine injury payouts (ie that ‘tax payers’ have had to pay):-  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/4-billion-
and-growing-u-s-payouts-for-vaccine-injuries-and-deaths-keep-climbing/  AND   
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/store/the-vaccine-court-the-dark-truth-of-americas-vaccine-injury-
compensation-program-excerpt/ 
- Regulatory agencies are owned by ‘Bigpharma’ and vaccine makers are CONVICTED FELONS’:- 
https://odysee.com/@yellowgenius:0/ROBERT-KENNEDY-JR-ON-VACCINES:7 
- "Over the years, AstraZeneca has had its share of legal trouble, paying more than $1 billion in federal fines & 
legal settlements for corrupting clinical trials and illegally promoting antipsychotics. It has also had to deal with 
several lawsuits filed by patients who say the drugmaker’s products injured them." (Drugwatch).  And  
“Astrazeneca and Oxford get a poor grade for transparency and rigor when it comes to vaccine trial results they 
have reported” (Natalie Dean, Biostatistician, University of Florida)  https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/  
-  Pfizer charged for 80 different crimes and violations over the last 20 years (including bribery, corruption, 
government contract related offenses and safety violations with fines approaching $5 billion dollars:-  
https://usareally.com/8550-pfizer-was-fined-nearly-usd-5-billion-for-healthcare-related-offenses-and-drug-or-
medical-equipment-safety-violation  AND Pfizer had to pay the LARGEST HEALTH CARE FRAUD settlement EVER in 
USA history:- https://odysee.com/@YoungCoconutMusic:a/largest-criminal-fine-in-history-pfizer:6 
- Pfizer is demanding countries put up sovereign assets as collateral for expected vaccine injury lawsuits resulting 
from its COVID-19 inoculation.  However, don’t expect compensation if you’re injured from a vaccine…   
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-demands-collateral-vaccine-injury-lawsuits/ 
-WHO (World Health Organisation) launches global NO FAULT covid vaccine injury compensation:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-global-no-fault-covid-vaccine-injury-compensation/ 
-55 studies comparing Vaccinated to the  unvaccinated– devastating health outcomes for the vaccinated:- 
https://odysee.com/@transformation:f/55-Studies-Vaccinated-Children-Sicker-than-Unvaccinated-Children:9 
- WHO confirms new polio outbreak in Sudan is linked to the ‘polio vaccine’ ie “Vaccine-derived Polio” - 
https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-health-middle-east-africa-united-nations-
619efb65b9eeec5650f011b960a152e9  
 

- Dr July Wilyman (PhD) - Vaccines did not control infectious Diseases - 
https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/vaccines-were-not-responsible-for-the-decline-in-risk-from-infectious-
diseases/  
- Dr Lawrence Palevsky (Paediatrician) states UNVACCINATED CHILDREN HEALTHER THAN VACCINATED 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Oaoyt9utM5yY/ 
 

- *** Dr Sam Bailey – Discusses our amazing natural immune system and how VACCINES CAUSE MAJOR DAMAGE.   
In Part 1 & 2– she explains how vaccines can fundamentally damage the intricate balance of our immune systems 
(ie. the Th-1 and Th-2 systems).  Ie. it can impair the Th-1 immune response making us vulnerable to infections and 
CANCER and then can also lead to the constant ‘over-stimulation’ of the Th-2 immune system which increases 
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES like Multiple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia, Thyroiditis, Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Crohn’s disease, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis, Lupus etc).   This explains how vaccines can underpin the DRAMATIC increase in both 
‘cancers’ AND ‘autoimmune diseases’ being seen. 
- https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/the-immune-system-vaccines-part-1:b)   AND  
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/629b035df9584e89a1ce4f35b27d087d-Odysee+Exclusive+Immune+System+-
+Vaccines+Part+2:d 



- ***Dr Sherri Tenpenny (MD) “The Eugenics Vaxtrap” … https://odysee.com/@halloftruth:c/the-eugenics-vaxtrap-
dr-sherri-tenpenny:5 
-Children dying from HPV (Gardasil) vaccine:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/right-on-point-wayne-
rohde-emily-tarsell-gardasil-hpv-vaccine-death/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=11f613ab-5eca-
420b-b155-d62a198d741a 
-Nearly 60% of infant deaths reported to VAERS occurred within just 3 days of getting vaccine/s:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/right-on-point-wayne-rohde-neil-miller-infant-deaths-reported-vaers-
vaccination/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=44b8347a-f675-40cd-9689-5743565c89a7 
- Flu vaccine ineffective.  “…out of every 100 healthy adults vaccinated, 99 get NO benefit…”.  The flu vaccine 
shown to cause serious harm including neurological disease.  https://theconversation.com/the-flu-vaccine-is-being-
oversold-its-not-that-effective-97688 
- British Medical Journal (2020)- Flu vaccine doubles the risk of illness from non-influenza infections.  There are NO 
randomised controlled trials showing EFFECTIVENESS DATA or SAFETY DATA:-  
https://www.bmj.com/content/368/bmj.m626/rr 
- “The Truth about Vaccines” - https://thetruthaboutvaccines.com/wp-content/uploads/Vaxxed-Unvaxxed-Full-
Presentation-Parts-I-VII.pdf  
- Dr Merryl Nass – Corruption, vaccines and the autoimmunity link and terrible lack of safety data:- 
https://odysee.com/@VaxxedDoctors:c/Dr-Meryl-Nass,-MD---on-Vaccines:3 
 

- VACCINE HOAX:- Dr Bergman discusses the evidence showing that vaccines do not work (and provides details of 
polio and smallpox and how ENVIRONMENTAL TOXINS & VACCINE TOXINS caused these and other illnesss) - 
https://odysee.com/@TheRisingSun:f/DR.-BERGMAN-ON-VACCINE-HOAX---VACCINES-CANNOT-WORK:3 
- VAXXED 1 (the movie) –   https://odysee.com/@Globalistexposure:8/VAXXED--(FULL-MOVIE)-From-Cover-up-to-
Catastrophe,-Screening-Event-July-29th-2016:b    
- Vaxxed II (the movie) - includes CDC whistleblower William Thompson confirming that he/they lied about 
vaccines…he advises that they do cause autism- https://odysee.com/@jackspirko:a/vaxxed-two:1 
 

- Multiple doctors speaking out against vaccines - https://odysee.com/@VaxxedDoctors:c? 
 

- Multiple vaccine movies and documentaries - https://odysee.com/@VaccineDocumentaries:6? 
 

- Australian Vaccination Risks Network - https://avn.org.au/about-av/   AND   https://odysee.com/@SixthSense-
Truth-Search-Labs:0/Vaxxed-Australia-Talk:1 
- Dr Judy Wilyman – Indoctrination: “The True risks and benefits of Vaccines”  
https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/indoctrination/ 
- Vaccine Induced immune overload – a primary cause of obesity:-  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/chronic-health-conditions/obesity/weighing-down-childhood-are-vaccines-and-
glyphosate-contributing-to-childhood-obesity/ 
- “Vaccines turn our immune system against us”:- https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/attacking-ourselves-top-
doctors-reveal-vaccines-turn-our-immune-system-against-us  
 
 

 
4.  MANY CONCERNED AUSTRALIAN DOCTORS SPEAK OUT – THEY HAVE A MESSAGE FOR ALL DOCTORS AND 

CITIZENS.     As is explained in the links below:-  a large group of Australian doctors are voicing their ALARM 
about the dangers of covid injections (amongst other things).  They are reminding doctors to:- FIRST DO NO 
HARM and to remember their LEGAL  RESPONSIBLITY TO INFORM PATENTS OF THE INJECTION RISKS.     

 

 
In the letter (from the ‘Covid Medical Network’) the doctors identify many alarming factors:-   “Concerns about 
biodistribution are also now being raised about both the ‘produced’ Spike Protein and LNP components of the 
vaccines. Evidence of their delivery and expression systemically, beyond the injection site, is now available, including 
the unexpected accumulation of LNPs in the OVARIES as revealed in the Japanese Ministry of Health animal studies, 
as well as studies revealing spike protein biodistribution concerns among health workers from Harvard’s Brigham 
Women’s hospital. Both findings raise significant concerns about future fertility issues for young people. (More 
information)”.      And  “…. The issue of the claimed ‘efficacy’ from initial studies has also been criticised regarding 
the use of Relative Risk Reduction (“95%”) instead of the more useful and appropriate ABSOLUTE Risk Reduction (0.7 
% - 1.1 %).   This critical issue is important in properly estimating efficacy and risk/benefit analysis for particular 

demographics”   https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/open-letters/first-do-no-harm.aspx and  
https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/open-letters/overview.aspx 



5.  Are EFFECTIVE, SAFE AND PROVEN ‘covid’ treatments being intentionally discredited and blocked?   
YES.  As is explained in the links below:-  extremely effective, safe, cheap and PROVEN ‘covid’ treatments have 
been and continue to be intentionally blocked, suppressed and discredited globally, and this has resulted in an 
untold number of preventable deaths.  (NB: COVIDMEDICALNETWORK.COM may be able to assist with treatment info). 
 

As you will see in the links below, doctors around the world are confirming that effective treatments have been 
actively discredited and supressed.  Why?  Because the only way that BigPharma could get their ‘vaccines’ (aka 
‘experimental injections’) APPROVED was if they could ‘say’ that there were NO EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS 
AVAILABLE.   As these many professionals explain, BigPharma HAD to intentionally implement tactics to block and 
discredit not only the medications but the brave doctors administering them.  BigPharma was behind (for example) 
the creation of a fraudulent study discrediting Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) – a study that was later ‘retracted’ by the 
Lancet Medical Journal.  In another study, extremely dangerous doses of this same therapeutic drug (ie. doses that 
far exceeded any known safety levels) were intentionally administered to ‘trial’ subjects so they could then say that 
the ‘study’ proved the drug was ‘unsafe’.  With the control that BigPharma has over media (and governments, 
hospitals,  funded researchers, etc) they could ensure that the deceit was cemented in the minds of the public by 
flooding the news (and government messaging) with this false information….and in doing so the damage was done.  
With virtually no reporting of the ‘actual’ truth, citizens believed the (false) fear mongering and the deception.  If 
BigPharma had not unrelentingly discredited these very effective treatments, then their ‘experimental injections’ 
COULD NOT have been approved.  As the doctors reveal, millions of people GLOBALLY have been SUCCESSFULLY 
treated with these EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE TREATMENT PROTOCOLS for YEARS – so to block them from being used 
was/is criminal – and it was also criminal that whilst they were blocking the effective treatments they were 
simultaneously recommending drugs and protocols that were known to be ineffective and harmful (eg. Remdesivir 
and ventilators).  BigPharma is making BILLIONS (if not trillions) from these injections – they have a HUGE motive to 
do whatever is required to guarantee their continued rollout/uptake.  And now that governments have paid 
BILLIONS of hard-earned tax-payer dollars to ‘purchase’ these injections they too are now obligated to support 
BigPharma’s rhetoric because to admit error could lead to political failure (and worse).     
 

- !!! Dr Peter McCullough (world renowned Cardiologist) discusses how incredibly effective, safe, affordable & 
PROVEN treatments are being blocked.     He reports that he and many other doctors around the world are VERY 
SUCCESSFULLY treating ‘covid’ and that it is quite clear that these treatments are intentionally ‘blocked’.  Why? 
Because IF it could be shown that there were EFFECTIVE drug treatments then ‘covid’ vaccines/injections 
would/could NEVER have been approved for use:-  https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/media/interviews/john-
leake/peter-mccullough-where-the-truth-lies.aspx  AND **  https://www.globalresearch.ca/peter-mccullough-md-
testifies-texas-senate-hhs-committee/5740758      AND ** https://www.globalresearch.ca/government-scrubs-stats-
vaccine-related-deaths/5745606   
-  !!! Dr Bryan Idis Dangers of Remdesivir (causes Kidney damage and causes lungs to fill) and ventilators – “they 
kill people”:-   https://odysee.com/@Justice_League_Odysee:d/RemdesivirVentaltors:3    AND  
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=74482  
 

- Dr Jane Ruby:- Ventilators killing people while effective treatments blocked:- 
https://odysee.com/@stpierrs:f/The-New-Ovens---Dr.-Jane-Ruby-Describes-Hospitals,-Ventilators-KILLING-
Americans:e  
 

-  Judge ORDERED hospital to use the PROVEN Ivermectin on a ‘Covid’ patient….she recovered:- 
https://odysee.com/@FrontlineCovid19CriticalCareAlliance:c/judge-orders-hospital-to-use-covid-19:f 
 

- !!!! Dr Pierre Kory – MD (from FLCCC – Front Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance) advising how incredibly effective 
Ivermectin is and highlights the deception underway - https://rumble.com/vimx5r-renowned-doctor-condemns-
funding-for-covid-treatment-says-ivermectin-alread.html  AND  https://rumble.com/vimx5r-renowned-doctor-
condemns-funding-for-covid-treatment-says-ivermectin-alread.html AND https://covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-
protocols/i-mask-plus-protocol/  and  https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/ 
https://odysee.com/@Justice_League_Odysee:d/RemdesivirVentaltors:3  AND  
https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/faq-on-ivermectin/  
 

- Testimonials from doctors, researchers and patients who have successfully used inexpensive therapeutic 
treatments:-  https://covid19criticalcare.com/testimonials/ 
 - Dr Brian Tyson (Doctor-frontline) treated 1700 covid patients - ZERO DEATHS & only ONE short hospitalisation!  
https://odysee.com/@NoNewAbnormal:4/Interview+with+Brian+Tyson,+MD,+from+California+%E2%80%93+a+Pion
eer+of+Outpatient+Treatment+for+COVID-19:2 



- !!! Australian Psychologist Ros Cook:-  discusses how fear ‘dims’ our critical thinking and how important it is for us 
to all be opening our minds to new information and potential paradigm shifts.  She then highlights how 
extraordinarily effective therapeutic treatments have been intentionally blocked and highlights the chronic 
censorship that is currently underway - https://rumble.com/vlq0js-australian-psych-perspective.html.    NB: The 
Journalist in this video has now been fired from ‘FOX News for speaking out ….and Dr Carolyn Becker (Australian MD) 
who also appears in this video shares how she’s being heavily censored by APRAH (ie. Australian regulatory agency 
for ALL health care professionals) - https://odysee.com/@BlackLabMedia:8/Ozzie-Dr-admits-to-mass-censorship:c 
 - Blocking effective treatments and inappropriate use of VENTILATORS led to thousands of unnecessary deaths -  
https://odysee.com/@The_HighWire_with_Del_Bigtree:4/THEY-BLOCKED-EFFECTIVE-TREATMENTS:b 
- Dr Vladimir Zelinko - https://odysee.com/@BannedYouTubeVideos:4/DR.-VLADIMIR-ZELENKO-DOCTOR-MERCOLA-
COVID-SHOTS-REDUCES-LIFE-EXPECTANCY.:a   AND  Dr Zelenko is receiving daily death threats for sharing the 
truth.  He states that this is World War III and that these ‘experimental injections are death shots which equate to 
genocide.   He goes on to mention that they cause infertility, increase cancer, miscarriage goes up by factor of ‘8’ 
along with other terrible outcomes including pathogenic priming and autoimmune disease enhancement . He 
explains how safe and effective treatments are available but are being vigorously BLOCKED  – 
https://odysee.com/@waynemorris:f8/Dr.-Zelenko-Exposes-Global-Genocidal-
Event:4  AND  https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/poison-death-shot-dr-zelenko-testifies-before-
israeli-rabbinical-court/ 
- Multiple doctors explain how various extremely effective therapeutics (including Ivermectin and 
Hydroxychloroquine) were falsely discredited and quickly blocked from use and detail how this shocking 
corruption took place (be sure to watch to the end):- https://www.bitchute.com/video/gi4slKMDkg7A/   And this 
discusses how extremely effective and affordable Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), Ivermectin, Zinc etc are:-  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0oKF2OqGXdFj/    And this explains that Instead of HCQ (which was blocked), a 
brand new highly profitable ‘on-patent’ drug called Remdesivir (ie ‘on-patent’ drugs make FAR more money for 
BigPharma than older’ off-patent drugs like HCQ & Ivermectin) was heavily promoted to treat Covid (despite doctors 
claiming that it is not at all effective).  Finally, the WHO withdrew their recommendation of Remdesivir:-  
https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/who-recommends-against-the-use-of-remdesivir-in-covid-
19-patients 
-  LETHAL levels of Hydroxychloroquine were administered to patients in ‘covid treatment’ trials (which led to 
terribly drug injuries).  Doctors who are speaking out are advising that this was INTENTIONALLY done to actively 
discredit HCQ so that it could not be considered an ‘effective Covid-19 treatment’.  By doing this BigPharma could 
ensure their vaccines were approved.  https://www.bitchute.com/video/gi4slKMDkg7A/ 

-  EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS FOR COVID-19 REVEALED BY MULTIPLE WORLD LEADING MEDICAL EXPERTS:- : 
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/cures/ 
 

- FLCCC (Frontline Covid-19 Critical Care Dcotors) – Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin and several other treatments 
are safe and incredibly effective treatments - https://covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/ 
 

- British doctors Ivermectin Group - https://bird-group.org/ and their executive summary https://bird-
group.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/bird-executive-summary-1.pdf 
 

- Vaccines (and pandemics) make A LOT of money for the wealthy:- American Billionaires make another TRILLION 
DOLLARS since beginning of pandemic:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/american-billionaires-
another-1-trillion-since-pandemic/  and  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-33-billion-covid-
vaccine-revenues-boosters-kids/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=11f613ab-5eca-420b-b155-
d62a198d741a 
 
 
6a.  Has SARSCOV2 or ANY OF ITS VARIANTS EVER ACTUALLY BEEN ISOLATED (ie. PROVEN TO EXIST)??  
As can be seen in the links below:-  Many doctors, virologists, scientists (etc) firmly believe that SarsCov2 (and its 
variants)  have NEVER been isolated AND proven to cause illness.  Rather, SarsCov2 (and its so-called ‘variants’) 
are actually ‘hypothetical computer created sequences’ which DO NOT EXIST IN REAL LIFE.  BUT this does NOT 
mean that illness ISN’T occurring – it means that SarsCov2 (and/or its supposed variants) are NOT the cause of the 
illness that has been named “Covid-19”.      (Please also refer to Point 6b below which discusses illness ‘causality’).  
 

As per the links below, there is a growing body of evidence that SarsCov2 (and its variants) have NEVER been isolated 
(ie. proven to exist) AND proven to cause illness.    When virologists and scientists have taken a closer look at the 
actual ‘isolation’ process it becomes apparent that ‘true’ isolation and purification has not taken place, AND that 
SarsCov2 is a HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER CREATED SEQUENCE that DOES NOT EXIST in ‘real life’.     ‘Freedom of 



information’ (FOI) requests asked for evidence that proves that SarsCov2 and its variants (eg Delta) have been 
isolated and proven to cause illness –the response has been NO EVIDENCE EXISTS/NO RELEVANT DOCUMENTS 
HAVE BEEN LOCATED (https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/FOI-request-for-
SarsCov2-test-100-proof-200713.jpg).  Interestingly, when investigated under an Electron-Micrograph, ‘viruses’ look 
virtually identical to ‘EXOSOMES’ which have been well known in the scientific literature for decades.  Exosomes are 
intentionally created BY THE BODY to DETOXIFY (ie. to expel/get rid of toxins and poisons) – and the detoxification 
process (in part) is expressed as coughing, fever, sweating, mucus production, vomiting, etc – the exact same 
symptoms that are called the ‘flu’.  The premise that SarsCov2 (and its variants) have never been isolated and proven to 
cause illness has spurred many scientists to question their long-held beliefs – some are even questioning the validity of the 

entire ‘viral paradigm’.  In fact, there is prize money in the amount of 1.5 million Euros for any virologist who can 
prove the existence of ANY Corona Virus – this prize money is still UNCLAIMED.  $250,000 of Prize money is also 
available to anyone who can prove the existence of the Measles Virus - and whilst an attempt was made to claim the 

prize, it was deemed unsuccessful by the High Court of Germany.  Surely such prizes should be incredibly easy 
for virologists to prove?   This is such a critical point because the traumas and hardships that are being 
forced upon us are ENTIRELY FOUNDED upon the belief that SarsCov2 exists and causes illness.   
 
***   An FOI (Freedom of information) request was submitted to the Australian Department of Health and the TGA 
requesting proof of ‘isolation’ of the (so called) Delta Variant AND proof that the (so called) Delta Variant causes 
illness.  The ADH and TGA replied and confirmed that THEY DO NOT HAVE ANY SUCH DOCUMENTS.   ** In 
addition, there is also NO FOI RELEASE OF DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE proving isolation and illness causation with 
regard to SarsCov2 itself.   https://www.facebook.com/Australian-Government-Freemason-Demolay-Education-
102861041336852/photos/a.103570911265865/367391301550490  and here https://avn.org.au/wp-
content/uploads/2021/08/FOI-2541-Notice-of-Decision.pdf 
 

- Helpful overview:- https://odysee.com/@thisweekinfascism:3/Covid-Virus-Isolation-Fraud:2?     
- PRIZE MONEY:- 1.5 million euros is STILL UP FOR GRABS for ANYONE who can prove the existence of ANY Corona 
Virus (including SarsCov2):-  https://www.samueleckert.net/isolate-truth-fund/   
- PRIZE MONEY:-  $250,000 – Offered by Virologist Dr Stefan Lanka to ANYONE who can prove the existence of the 
measles virus.   https://www.preventdisease.com/news/17/012717_Biologist-Proves-Measles-Isnt-Virus-Wins-
Supreme-Court-Case.shtml   
- Virologist Dr Stefan Lanka’s work explained:- https://odysee.com/@OurFreeSociety:2/The-Final-Refutal-of-
Virology---Dr-Stefan-Lanka:9   
- Dr Thomas Cowan (Medical Director/MD) also explains the virus isolation fraud here:- 
https://odysee.com/@StonedStoner420:a/SCAMdemic-Dr-Cowan-Explains-Fraud:4?   
- Dr Sam Bailey (MD)  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/the-truth-about-virus-isolation-%F0%9F%A4%AB:f?     
- *** AND  Here Dr Bailey explains how SarsCov2 (or its variants) have NEVER been isolated (ie proven to exist) in 
a REAL PERSON – SarsCov2 is ACTUALLY AN ARTIFICALLY CREATED COMPUTER CODE.  
  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Covid-Faqs-2:d   AND  here she explains ‘Gain of function’ research and 
discussed the ‘lab escapes’ - https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/gain-of-function-gaslighting:8  
-  Dr Andrew Kaufman (MD) – details how SarsCov2 has never been isolated (ie detected) and nor have ANY of the 
(so called) variants.  Why?  Because THEY DO NOT EXIST IN REAL LIFE – they are ‘computer/lab created.  That is, all 
they can do is create a computer/lab ‘simulated’ version because a REAL VERSION SIMPLY DOES NOT EXIST:-  
https://odysee.com/@AlexJonesChannel:c/MUST-SEE--Dr.-Kaufman-Exposes-Covid-Tyranny!:8 
- Dr Judy Wilyman (Australia) - https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/facts-about-covid19/  
 

- Dr Sam Bailey:- CHICKENPOX – WAS THE VIRUS EVER ISOLATED??? 
https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/chickenpox-parties-and-varicella-zoster:f    AND 
 https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Odysee-Hunting-Viruses-With-Andy-Kaufmann-1-comp:7.   
   

- **  Dr Kaufman and Dr Cowan explain how the Delta Variant has NEVER been isolated & that multiple  scientists 
have now asked 95 scientific and health institutions  to provide ONE SINGLE study that shows that SARSCov2 has 
been found in ANY bodily fluid of ANYONE who has had ‘covid-19’….the response was NO THEY CANNOT -  there is 
NO STUDY – THERE IS NO EVIDENCE.  https://odysee.com/@vaticancatholic:8/doctors-explain-no-covid:7   
 

- * Dr Kaufman and Dr Cowan - explains in detail how ‘isolation’ should be done’:-  
https://odysee.com/@theconsciousresistance:7/Has-COVID19-Been-Isolated--with-Dr.-Andrew-Kaufman-and-Dr.-
Thomas-Cowan:e   
-   Explains how ‘viruses’ and ‘exosomes’ look IDENTICAL (ie. the body intentionally releases exosomes when it is 
under stress/toxic in order to detoxify):-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/8hPH1iIJM7C3/ 



 

6b.  Is SarsCov2 causing the illness that has been named ‘Covid-19’ – or is something else going on? 
As can be seen from the links above and throughout this document – virologists and doctors are advising that SarsCov2 
has NOT been proven to cause the illness named ‘Covid-19’ and that SOMETHING ELSE IS MOST DEFINITLEY GOING ON. 
 

 

 As can be seen in 6a (above) and throughout this document, many doctors and virologist who have investigated 
this matter intensively are of the firm opinion that SarsCov2 or its variants have NEVER been isolated (ie. proven 
to exist) and nor have they been proven to cause illness (ie. the illness that has been named Covid-19).  However, 
this premise (ie. that SarsCov2 has not been isolated NOR proven to cause illness) is definitely NOT suggesting that 
illness ISN’T occurring.  Illness IS occurring, and indeed has occurred for decades and decades - hundreds of 
thousands of people tragically die from the ‘flu’ every year.  However, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN 24/7 media 
coverage warning us of the ‘flu’. And given (as you will see below) that Covid has OFFICIALLY been deemed LESS 
HARMFUL THAN THE FLU – why is that we are now being bombarded with 24/7 media coverage and fear 
mongering in relation to ‘covid’?  In fact, it is very curious to note that we now have virtually ‘zero’ flu deaths 
being recorded…why?  Because they have all been ‘reclassified’ as ‘covid’ deaths.  The illness that we are seeing 
has NOT BEEN PROVEN TO BE CAUSED BY (so called) SARSCOV2 or ANY OF ITS (SO CALLED) VARIANTS.  The truth is 
that there are MANY CAUSES OF ILLNES – and the cause is often not an ‘infectious agent’.  Even ‘clusters’ of illness 
do not necessarily mean there is an ‘infectious agent’ - it could actually be demonstrating that individuals who are 
in close proximity to one another are exposed to the SAME ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS/TOXICITIES THAT ARE 
CAUSING ‘THEIR’ ILLNESS (eg. Chernobyl, Hiroshima and Glyphosate).   Exposing the truth and discovering the 
‘real’ causes of illness will FINALLY allow us to IDENTIFY the factors causing harm as well as dramatically, rapidly 
and meaningfully allow us to treat and improve human health globally.      
 
SO WHAT DOES/CAN CAUSE ILLNESS?    There are many causal factors which include (for example):-  
 

• Poor nutrition (and Severe malnutrition). 

• Reduction in food and water quality (ie. due to soil destruction and poor farming practices which are 
encouraged by ‘big agriculture’).  There are far fewer nutrients in our food today. 

• Poor sanitation (particularly in poverty stricken regions). 

• Never before seen levels of environmental pollution and poisoning of our AIR (eg. heavy metals & other toxins 
from industry), and WATER (eg fluoride & other chemicals) and FOOD (eg toxic pesticides like 
glyphosate/Roundup and GMO’s).  In fact, there is so much glyphosate/roundup now that it is even present in 
the ‘rain’. 

• Lack of health care and limited access to affordable therapeutics (including NATURAL therapeutics)– especially 
in developing nations.  BigPharma, for decades, has actively tried to destroy ‘natural’ health solutions. 

•   Heavy use of pharmaceutical drugs- which are the ‘fourth’ leading cause of death.  

•   Overuse of antibiotics (which damages our gut microbiome which is the foundation of our immune systems). 
 

And perhaps most relevant at this current time:- 
 

• Chronic and acute stress (from all the fear-mongering, and lockdowns, loss of employment, etc). 

• Isolation and depression (humans are social creatures and need human connection). 

• Masks (dramatically and negatively impact the immune system – particularly in children). 

• Low vitamin D levels (along with other critical nutrients). 

• Intentionally created and released toxins/poisons/bioweapons (eg. in vaccines, nasal swabs, masks, in food, 
water, air etc)    (please refer to section below ‘The Agenda’). 

•    ‘Regular’ vaccines ie. the increasing onslaught of toxic ingredients that are present in ALL vaccines/injections 
that lead to long-term damage to our immune systems.  

•  ‘Covid’ injections:- these contain particularly damaging ingredients as well as gene altering mRNA mechanisms 
and nanotechnology   (please refer to sections on ‘covid vaccine ingredients’ as well as ‘the Agenda’) 

•    RADIATION POISONING from the higher than ever levels of Electro-Magnetic Frequency/Radiation (EMF/R) 
from wireless technology – especially 4G/5G.  (NB:  The book “The Invisible Rainbow” by Arthur Firstenberg may 
be of interest). 
 

5G & the ‘COVID’ CONNECTION 
 

The impact of 5G is particularly important factor to consider given the recent release of tens of thousands of 5G 
satellites in the sky as well as millions of towers on the ground – all of which will significantly damage human 
health.   It is important to know that the region that initially had enormous 5G rollout was China, as well as Italy, 



and also on cruise ships (link below) – which were considered to be ground zero’ for SarsCov2 (and its supposed 
symptomology which was named Covid-19). The body perceives EMF/R as a ‘toxicity’ and will try to heal from it in 
the best way that it can. As can be seen in the links below, many professionals are now understanding the 
devastating connection between 5G and the illness we have been seeing.  (Please also refer to the section below 
‘The Agenda’ which goes into more detail about the vaccines and the 5G connection). 
 
-  !! USA legal ‘win’ against 5G -  ‘There has just been a historic legal win (13.8.21) against the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) on 5G & Wireless Health Guidelines:- The same level of ‘deception’ that is 
currently being revealed with regards to BigPharm/BigCorporate and the covid ‘injections’ is now also being 
revealed with regards to 5G (and wireless technology)….and this deception is now FINALLY being recognised by 
the courts:-  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/transcripts/watch-press-conference-chd-historic-win-against-fcc-
on-5g-wireless-health-guidelines/ 
 

-  Dr Tom Cowan – ‘Covid’ and the 5G connection:-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/0LAdN7y7TISY/  
 

-   Dr Tom Cowan explains the intricacies of ‘exosome communication’ as well as the IMPACT OF 5G whereby it causes 
‘hypoxia and hyper-inflammation’….’viruses’ DO NOT cause hypoxia.   
https://odysee.com/@Patriots:2/Dr.-Tom-Cowan-5G-millimetre-waves-are-a-weapon-to-make-people-sick-with-Covid:5 
 

- ** Dr Cameron Kyle-Sidell (MD) warned us at the very beginning of this crisis that patients appeared to have ‘altitude 
sickness’ (ie. hypoxia) and that this was clearly NOT a  VIRAL DISEASE…”in short we are treating the WRONG DISEASE” 
and ventilators are NOT the solution:-  https://odysee.com/@BackstageCam:e/Dr-Kyle-Sidell-March-2020:c  
 

-  Dr Rashid Buttar (MD) -  explains how 5G was created as a military weapon used for crowd control (go to 25 
minutes) AND discusses a ‘declassified’ CIA document showing the damaging effects of 5G (at 37 minutes):- 
https://odysee.com/@mentealt:1/Dr.-Rashid-Buttar-5G-Summit-Interview%E2%80%95CIA-Declassified-Research-
Reveal-Bio-Effects-from-5G-Radiation:c?   
 

*** Dr Robert Young – Corona Virus means “Radiation Poisoning” - Graphene, Aluminium, LNP Capsids, Parasite in 
4 vaccines:-  Article=  http://sciaeon.org/articles/What-Causes-Oxygen-Deprivation-of-the-Blood-DIC-and-Then-
Lungs-SARS-CoV2and12.pdf  (Please also refer to section ‘undisclosed ingredients for full information). 
 

-  UN Staffer warning about damage of 5G and the ‘feigned’ ignorance of the UN Secretary General -  
https://odysee.com/@januszkowalskii1979:e/The-Truth-about-Electromagnetic-Radiation---UN-Staffer-Warns-That-
5G-Is-a-War-on-Humanity:f 
 

- *5G – Wuhan, Italy & Cruise ships:- https://odysee.com/@TimelessTruths:3/Z-Dana-Ashlie-5G-CV---The-BEST-
NEWS-re-C%CE%9FR%CE%9FN%CE%91-V%CE%99rus-you've-heard-all-month!-Kinda.:f   
 

-  ** USA Department of Defense Document discusses the harmful effects of 5G and how these occur at power densities 
that are too low to produce obvious thermal effect (ie. the effects of 5G are ‘hidden’).  It also discusses Intercranial 
messaging whereby - “Sounds and possibly even words which appear to be originating intracranially can be induced….” 
And “…to produce death by heart seizure or by neurological pathologies resulting from breaching of the blood-brain 
barrier”. And Ultrahigh frequency exposure “….reduced the iron and copper content in both the blood and muscle…”  - 
which effects the red blood cells/haemoglobin and oxygen carrying capacity.   It also states:-  “To summarize the effects 
of electromagnetic radiation exposure on the blood, the following general changes emerge…   
1) General decrease in haemoglobin content   2) Generally reduced coagulation times  and 3)  Decrease in leucocyte 
count”.  These effects are ALL seen in what has been called ‘COVID-19’ and therefore STRONGLY suggests that much of 
the ‘symptomology’ that has been named Covid-19’ is actually caused by 5G poisoning/toxicity (in addition to other 
toxins within the covid injections).    
https://odysee.com/@science.nikipress.com:4/__us_dia_1976_biological_effects_of_electromagnetic_radiation:9  
 

-  ** CIA released document – “Translations on USSR Scient and Technology Biomedical Sciences – Effects of Non-
ionizing Electromagnetic Radiation.”   https://odysee.com/@SergeantMajor'sTrutherInfo:2/CIA-DOCUMENT-ON-
MILLIMETER-WAVE-AND-MICROWAVE-EFFECTS-ON-HUMAN-HEALTH-(ARTICLE):b 
 
 

** There is a great deal of 5G information available on alternate sites - please continue to research ** 
Eg.   https://www.emfscientist.org/index.php - 255 EMF SCIENTISTS SPEAK OUT RE: 5G DANGERS:- 
Eg.   https://www.radiationresearch.org/category/5g/ 
Eg.   https://emraustralia.com.au/ 
 
 
 



 
6c.   AN IMPORTANT NOTE FOR THOSE WHO MAY BE FEELING A LITTLE UNSURE….. 
 
 
For those who may still be unsure or confused with regards to whether SarsCov2 and its variants have or haven’t been 
isolated (ie. whether SarsCov2 and its variants have been proven to exist) AND proven to cause illness, this is completely 
understandable – we are all in the same boat working hard to really understand what is going on.  Even extremely 
experienced doctors, specialists, scientists (etc) are still grappling with the fact that many of their foundational 
assumptions need to be deeply questioned.  On top of that, they are also coming to the shocking realisation that there is 
never before seen levels of deception and propaganda underway.   To even ‘consider’ questioning the existence of 
SarsCov2 (and its variants) requires people to set aside (if even for a moment) their long-held belief systems which can be 
extremely challenging.  There are many reasons why some doctors have not dug deep and explored this fundamental 
question – but whatever their reasons, it is this difference in understanding that explains why we are seeing some 
differences in the content that these various doctors may be presenting (ie. some are working on the basis that SarsCov2 
‘has’ been proven to exist and cause illness whilst others work on the assumption that it ‘has not’ been proven to exist or 
cause illness.  However, regardless of this difference in opinion on this issue, this will in NO WAY prevent us from being 
able to make a far more INFORMED DECISION/CHOICE as to whether we will or will not get ‘injected’ (or to have any 
more injections if we’ve already had any).  And the reason we can do this is because of the ‘OVERWHELMING 
CONCENSUS’ shared by thousands of professionals with regard to the MAJORITY of the critical factors pertaining to this 
crisis.  This document highlights all those factors and they will also be summarised toward the end of this document.  

 
 
 
7.  PCR TESTS, ‘CASE’ NUMBERS, MORTALITY RATES, NATURAL IMMUNITY, ASYMPTOMATIC TRANSMISSION  
      and OTHER COVID FAQ’s.  
 
 

As is explained in the links below:-  Thousands of alarmed professionals are warning that PCR TESTS are being 
used fraudulently as they CANNOT DETECT OR DIAGNOSE INFECTION/ILLNESS,  and this includes (so called) 
SarsCov2 and its (so called) Variants.   Even the original inventor of the PCR test (Kary Mullis who died in August 
2019) was extremely vocal about this.  At best the PCR test will “tell analysists you have some viral DNA in your 
cells, which most of us do most of the time…..The idea these (PCR) kits can isolate a specific virus like Covid-19 is 
nonsense.  https://www.globalresearch.ca/manufactured-pandemic-testing-people-any-strain-coronavirus-not-
specifically-covid-19/5707781).   
 
In addition, PCR tests can be easily ‘manipulated’ to generate 100% FALSE POSITIVES depending on the number of 
amplification cycles that are run during analysis.  So, this is why the current situation we are witnessing is being 
called a ‘PCR PANDEMIC’ whereby the powers that be can ‘AT WHIM’ create the ‘ILLUSION OF (non-existent) 
INFECTIONS (ie. called ‘CASES’) by way of the PCR test.   So, all they have to do in order to give the ‘illusion’ of 
positive covid ‘cases’ is to run high amplification cycles….and if they want to increase the likelihood of a ‘negative’ 
test then they run low amplification cycles - and this is exactly what they are doing.  So this is a CRITICAL point to 
understand, HIGH AMPLIFICATION CYCLES of the PCR TEST can generate 100% FALSE POSITIVES.    
 
As was also explained in the links provided, whilst the PCR is a MEANINGLESS TEST with regard to diagnosing or 
detecting an infection or illness….it is a brilliant test to falsely create ‘CASES’ (which is a meaningless term) as this 
allows the Globalists (via the Government) to maximise fear mongering and trigger lockdowns WHENEVER and 
HOWEVER they choose – and they are doing this more and more in an effort to INTIMIDATE, COERCE, FRIGHTEN 
AND EXHAUST PEOPLE INTO GETTING VACCINATED.  So, whether someone is vaccinated or not is completely 
irrelevant because authorities can, if they choose, ‘CREATE’ a POSITIVE PCR TEST for ANYBODY.  Their agenda is to 
bombard us with media propaganda and misinformation so as to (falsely) cause more and more fear, turn us 
against one another and ‘trigger’ more lockdowns.  This is a critical part of their strategy because lockdowns 
prevent lawful protests (a fundamental right in free society), cause loss of income and livelihoods, cause isolation 
and distress which in turn makes us even more vulnerable, easily influenced and controllable.  The goal is to cause 
as much hardship as possible and to divide, conquer and control so that they can easily MANIUPLATE and FORCE 
people into getting injected.   (Please refer to section below ‘The bigger Agenda’) 
 
 
 



 
i) PCR TESTS 
 
 
 

- **  LEGAL ACTION HAS NOW BEEN FILED WITH THE SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA AGAINST CHIEF HEALTH 
OFFICER (CHO) BRETT SUTTON:-    Solicitor Jonathon Andrews has filed a “…legal action against the Victoria State 
Government's suspension of constitutional civil liberties, based on the discredited 'Drosten RT-PCR for novel 
Coronavirus 2019' testing standards for recording SARS CoV-2 transmission and infectivity rates, during the 
COVID-19 crisis.”  Interview with Solicitor here:-  https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/sutton-served/  
and to donate/support go to http://covidvictoria.com.au/.    
 

- **  Corman-Drosten Review Report submitted by 22 Doctors “External peer review of the (RT) PCR test to detect 
Sars-Cov-2 reveals 10 MAJOR SCIENTIFIC FLAWS AT THE MOLECURAL AND METHODOLOGICAL LEVEL: 
consequences for false positive results”  - https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/ 
 

-   Dr Henry Ealy (MD/ND) – Inflated covid cases and fatalities” - https://rumble.com/vjwpk7-inflated-covid-cases-
and-fatalities-interview-with-dr.-henele.html 
 

- ** Multiple easy to understand videos re: PCR test and other Covid FAQ’s are in the links directly below.   
For example, in the video below called ‘FAQ’s 2’, Dr Sam Bailey (MD) explains that:-    PCR tests CANNOT  diagnose 
SarsCov2 or it’s so called symptomology which has been called Covid-19.  She also explains that PCR tests can be 
made to show 100% FALSE POSITIVES at whim (ie. depending on the number of amplification cycles run) – so the 
terms ‘COVID CASES’ and ‘CASE NUMERS’ are absolutely MEANINGLESS and therefore PCR tests are nothing more 
than an extremely effective way of creating the ‘illusion’ of a pandemic as well as creating and maintaining fear and 
providing a ‘false’ excuse for lockdowns and loss of freedoms. 
 

-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Covid-Faqs-2:d –  
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/what-is-a-covid-19-case:9 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/pcr-pandemic-interview-with-virus-mania:9 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/covid-19-dr-sam-faqs:a 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Once-Upon-A-Time-in-Wuhan-Odysee-Exclusive-Comp:2   
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/covid-19-behind-the-pcr-curtain:b 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/the-truth-about-pcr-tests:6    
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/why-are-covid-19-cases-soaring-in-nz-pcr:b 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Vaccine-Misinformation-Mythology:5   
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/safe-and-effective,-then-and-now:6 (explains the BigPharma & WWII  
   connection and how it relates to what we’re seeing now). 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Vaccines-Lies-And-Smears-Odyssey-Comp-2:c 
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/gain-of-function-gaslighting:8  
-  https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c) – LINKS TO ALL DR BAILEYS VIDEOS ON ODYSEE.COM 
 
-  ASYMPTOMATIC TRANSMISSION HAS NEVER BEEN PROVEN 
- https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Odysee-Exclusive---Covid-19-Asymptomatic-Transmission-Small-Video-:e-  
-  People for Safe Vaccines:-  “Apart from the contradiction inherent in the concept of a symptomless disease, the 
risk of asymptomatic transmission has been greatly exaggerated and in reality is no higher than 2.2% – if it exists 
at all, according to the results of 4 separate studies published …”   https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/detailed  
-  Dr Kaufman (MD) - explains how the PCR test is fraudulent as it cannot diagnose SarsCov2 (or indeed ANY virus 
or ANY variant).  https://brandnewtube.com/watch/must-see-dr-kaufman-exposes-covid-
tyranny_BZm7lvQtFNeRDGy.html 
-  Dr Michael Yeadon (Former Pfizer Vice President & Chief Scientific Advisor) - explains how all covid ‘cases’ are 
likely to just be false positives from the (fraudulent) PCR test:-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/AciDOgguRhwG/  
 

-  The CDC are intentionally running ‘lower’ amplification cycles on PCR tests from the vaccinated (leading to 
‘fewer’ positives) but are running ‘higher’ amplification cycles (ie. 4000 times higher!) for the unvaccinated -which 
will result in virtually 100% false positives - which are then meaninglessly called ‘cases’ – which is why the vast 
majority of ‘cases’ are perfectly HEALTHY.  This is the manipulative power of the PCR Test - 
https://odysee.com/@DavidKnightShow:1/cdc-uses-different-pcr-magnification-for-unvaccinated-vs-vaccinated:5 
 

- Portugal PCR TEST court case - PCR test deemed unreliable – Portugal (https://cognitive-
liberty.online/portuguese-court-rules-pcr-test-as-unreliable/)  ie.  The PCR test “is unable to determine, beyond 



reasonable doubt, that a positive result corresponds, in fact, to the infection of a person by the SARS-CoV-2 virus”, 
stated the Lisbon Court of Appeal on 11 November 2020.  Proc. Nº 1783/20.7T8PDL.L1 
 

- Important Presentation by Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich re PCR test & the ‘pandemic’-  (German/USA Attorney) 
explaining the current situation and international legal actions – including against the fraudulent PCR test.  He is 
working collaboratively with Attorney Robert Kennedy and his legal team in the USA (Childrenshealthdefense.org 
and with ICAN), as well as with legal teams in Canada, Italy, etc.  Dr Fuellmich is now freely sharing his information to 
lawyers internationally who need help in preparing their legal cases/arguments which reveals how deeply, deeply 
concerned lawyers from all over the world are. .  https://odysee.com/@devrijeomroep:6/Fuellmich-1080p:4?   (NB: 
There is a 2nd presentation re: the Berlin protest at the very end of this video).  His other websites are:- Investigative 
Corona Commission Germany - https://corona-ausschuss.de/en  and  https://www.fuellmich.com/. 
- Dr Judy Wilyman “The WHO declares all PCR Tests at High CT to be potentially 100% false positives:- 
https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/the-who-declares-australias-pcr-test-results-to-be-100-false-positives/  
 

- ARE THE PCR SWABS SAFE??? - https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/analysis-of-test-sticks-from-surface-
testing-in-the-slovak-republic-confirmation-of-genocide     AND  https://dawnkelly.com.au/warning-covid-19-tests-
are-not-what-you-think-they-are/    
 
 
ii)  RECLASSIFIYING/MIS-DIAGNOSING CAUSALITY OF DEATH:-  Dying ‘WITH’ Covid is NOT the same as dying 
‘FROM’ covid.    AND covid ‘CASES’ are NOT INFECTIONS.   
 
When you use a test like the PCR which can provide ‘false positives’ at whim (ie which are then called ‘CASES’), then 
you can (falsely) show that potentially ANY death is caused by (so called) Covid-19 – even when it is absolutely NOT 
the cause.   For instance, there was a case whereby a man who died from trauma sustained from a motor bike 
accident was classified as dying from ‘covid’ simply because of a positive PCR test.  This is how death ‘classifications’ 
are being manipulated… they are simply giving a PCR test to hospital patients (regardless of whether they have 
cancer, heart disease or any other terminal condition) and then running a ‘high’ amplification cycle which guarantees 
a (false) positive PCR test -  https://www.bitchute.com/video/fLeCfXuemmGU/ 
 

- ** “Influenza reports in Australia were almost 8 times less (21,266) than the previous 5 year average (163,015).  
Only 2 deaths due to the flu all last winter Australia-wide were reported”.  This STRONGLY indicates that ‘flu’ 
deaths (along with other causalities like cancer) have been ‘RECLASSIFIED’ and called ‘covid’ deaths – and this has 
been done to falsely inflate ‘covid’ deaths in order to cause FEAR.   
(https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/detailed).   
- There’s a lot we’re not being told about excess mortality data:- https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/Vaccines-
Lies-And-Smears-Odyssey-Comp-2:c   
 

- CDC’s actual covid numbers - reveals vast majority of deaths actually NOT ‘CAUSED’ BY COVID (but by pre-
existing serious and terminal diseases) - https://odysee.com/@NeilT:f/CDC-actual-CovID-numbers:5    
 
 
iii)  SO WHAT ARE THE TRUE SarsCov2 (& variant) FATALITY RATES?  IS IT REALLY THE SAME AS THE FLU???   
  
It is important to keep in mind that covid deaths have often been defined as a ‘death with a positive PCR test’ 
rather than as a result of a recognised and diagnosable disease process.  And as has been explained in great detail 
above, the PCR is a meaningless test to detect or diagnose infection/illness and can generate 100% false positives 
depending on the number of amplification cycles performed – and the guidelines for the PCR test recommend up to 
40 cycles which would absolutely guarantee a false positive.   “…estimates of the infectious fatality rate (IFR) cluster 
around 0.15-0.2% overall, which is similar to the IFR of influenza, and 0.05% for those <70 years. The risk to children 
is very low, LESS THAN FOR INFLUENZA, and the risk to adolescents and young adults is 4 orders of magnitude lower 
than the elderly and so do not justify any restrictions applied across the population.”  These figures equate to a 
greater than 99.8% (or better) survivability for those older than 70 years of age and a survivability rate of 99.95% 
for those under 70 years and virtually 100% survivability for children.  So, it must be repeated that covid 
survivability rates are GREATER than that of the flu or put another way, the fatality rates for Covid are LOWER than 
that of the flu.  (https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/open-letters/first-do-no-harm.aspx).     However, even though 
people have been told the aforementioned information, media and governments (who are HEAVILY influenced by 
BigPharma) have played a CRITICAL role in ensuring and driving (false) fear, misinformation and outright falsities into 



the hearts of citizens.  And this is why people continue to ask, “but why is it then that the news is reporting that so 
many people are dying from Covid and….What about what’s happening in India!?”  
 
Firstly, it is CRITICAL for us to remember that MILLIONS of people (tragically) die GLOBALLY each year from the 
‘flu’ or ‘flu like symptoms’(particularly in developing countries) and this is due to a whole host of factors including 
malnutrition, starvation, poor sanitation, poverty, comorbidities etc.  But what is so critical to understand is that 
prior to ‘Covid-19’ we virtually NEVER saw or heard facts reported on the news about all those tragic ‘flu’ deaths – 
and yet now we are seeing and hearing non-stop reporting and fear mongering about an illness that actually has 
LOWER FATALITY RATES THAN THE ‘FLU’ - it simply makes no sense.  Secondly, the POWER OF MEDIA AND 
GOVERNMENT (who are owned/controlled/captured by BigPharma and the globalists), and the lengths to which 
they will go to create whatever narrative and spin they want, simply cannot be underestimated.  So, if they want to 
create an ‘illusion’ and maximise fear (without any actual facts to support it) then they absolutely can – they are 
doing it now and they’ve done it for decades. And because we cannot even fathom that kind of duplicity we don’t 
really question it in anyway – we simply blindly trust it all.  But we must really, really remind ourselves constantly - 
BIGPHARMA AND THE ELITES/GLOBALISTS ARE THE SCRIPT WRITERS for media, regulatory agencies and 
governments – that is the unbelievable level of control and power that they have.  And, because they are the 
scriptwriters, the fear mongering and misinformation is relentless as this is the CRITICAL and FUNDAMENTAL way 
that they can achieve their ultimate goal - which is to have EVERYONE VACCINATED – AGAIN, AND AGAIN AND 
AGAIN.     For example, (and as you will see in the links below), the reports on the news about a ‘covid crisis in India’ 
were heavily misleading, as was the footage showing ‘overflowing’ hospitals from covid’…. the media has actually 
been using the SAME ‘hospital’ footage to falsely represent hospitals in multiple countries.  In addition, they have 
been ensuring that the public has been barred from seeing ‘empty hospitals’. 
 
Once we’ve been victim to so much heavy propaganda and some might call it brainwashing, it is very difficult to even 
consider that what we are being shown and told isn’t true.  But if we just take a step back and truly understand the 
extent of the PROPOGANDA then reality becomes very clear.  There is ABSOLUTELY NO LIMITS to what BigPharma 
will do to achieve their aims.   We simply cannot trust what we are seeing and hearing from the media, government, 
on google searches OR the studies which are being funded/conducted by BigPharma and the many, many 
universities, researchers and institutions that they also fund/sponsor. The coercive ‘reach’ of bigpharma and the 
globalists is truly unfathomable.   And this includes their ability to over-inflate and (intentionally) 
misdiagnose/falsely classify covid deaths as well as underestimate (and hide) VACCINE DEATHS.  There is more than 
enough evidence in this document confirming the tragically high vaccine death and injury figures - we just need to be 
open to ‘seeing’ and ‘hearing’ the truth.  The media has more power and ability to manipulate than any of us realise.  
However, the incredibly positive news is that when we start to become aware of what they are doing THE SPELL IS 
BROKEN and the truth becomes much more clear.  
 
- The Media is intentionally providing a misleading portrayal of ‘covid’ deaths in India, and the (supposed) 
‘overflowing’ hospitals around the world. 
 India footage     
-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/1T1mGMiruKtD/  AND  -  https://www.bitchute.com/video/tHwDyBXZkkWK/   
-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/CNHbRgvFUKsm/  AND -  https://www.bitchute.com/video/y0vIyUIPJruz/   
-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/EC8MfdXac6N7/   
Hospital footage  
-  https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Portland-Nurse-Blows-Whistle-On-Empty-Hospitals---False-CV19-Deaths:8  
-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/RDR0fd7mUERj/   AND  -  https://www.bitchute.com/video/hOMsdkRvccgc/   
-  https://odysee.com/@JohnThor:0/Hospital:a  AND  https://www.bitchute.com/video/of7NIZGVKzd4/ 
-  https://odysee.com/@MAVERICKTRUTHTV:8/MANNEQUIN-BEING-WHEELED-INTO-HOSPITAL:7 
-  https://odysee.com/@LibertyTalk:6/COVID-Empty-Hospitals_LBRY:2 AND  
-  https://odysee.com/@JohnThor:0/Hospital:a   AND  https://odysee.com/@NO_EYES_ON_ME:2/Ajax-Pickering:d  
-  https://odysee.com/NEW-UK-NURSE-EXPOSES-EMPTY-HOSPITALS-vGFn89ZywRMl:4  
-  https://odysee.com/@JohnThor:0/new:5   AND  https://odysee.com/empty-hospitals-australia-:d  
 
- Easy to understand video re: Covid Mortality data;- https://odysee.com/@BNN:6/COVID-METASTUDY-SHOWS-
FATALITY-RATE-.0027-FOR-CHILDREN:4  
 

- Australian Covid Data:- - https://odysee.com/@Truth_will_set_You_Free:0/COVID-in-Australia:d 

- Dr Simone Gold - https://odysee.com/@shortXXvids:e/Dr-Gold-on-Vax-Deaths--Aug-19-2021:f 
 



-   Dr Eric Berg – covid fatality less than the flu - https://www.bitchute.com/video/aL7KUK23sKc/ 
 

-  !!! Dr Leonardo Gonzalez advises covid fatality is less than the flu.  This has been confirmed by world leading 
Doctors/Epidemiologist Dr John Loannidis (University of Stanford) and that shockingly, it was not until 2021 (almost a 
year later) that the World Health Organisation (WHO) confirmed that the TRUE FATALITY RATE OF THE (ALLEGED) 
SARSCOV2 is likely less than 0.2%  (ie. 99.98% survivability).  THIS IS LESS THAN THE SEASONAL FLU.  
He goes on to say:-  “So I ask myself: What is the sense in getting vaccinated with something we know nothing about whose 
medium to long-term adverse side effects are unknown?  WHAT IS THE INTENTION BEHIND VACCINATING THE ENTIRE GLOBAL 
POPULATION FOR SOMETHING WHOSE FATALITY RATE IS LESS THAN THAT OF THE SEASON FLU? …. I AM GOING to share this 
article with you…so that everyone can realise, once and for all, how things were magnified, exaggerated and be aware of the 
terror-driven operation that they have CONSTRUCTED around the SO-CALLED SarsCove2 Virus, making many people believe 
that we are grappling with something omnipresent, all powerful, lethal, fatal when this is NOT the case. ….The time has come 
to speak the truth.  All doctors who have staunchly defended the WHO’s position for so long can visit the WHO’s website, read 
its Official Bulletin and take into consideration the REAL FERTILTY RATE, or LETHALITY of this virus for which they brought the 
world to a halt, destroying economics and causing the death of many people” 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uGyQYubtn4Jg/ 
 

-  This video helps to explain fatality rates:-   https://www.bitchute.com/video/Th71knNV35up/  
 

-  Delta variant (so called) – has fatality rate of less than 0.1% UK Government document confirms:- 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OzemCuTOKcbu/ 
-  Dr Lee Merritt (MD) – vaccines are killing more of the Military than Covid has.  “We are in a war” 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xFpOumPgvzDa/ 
- Australia’s People for Safe Vaccines:- Vaccine caused fatalities and injuries FAR greater than those caused by covid 
- https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/ 
 
 
 

iv)  INCREASED HOPSPITALISATION (INJURY AND DEATH) OCCURING IN THE ‘VACCINATED’.    
 
As was explained above, doctors and researchers are advising that just like SarsCov2, NO covid VARIANTS (eg 
Delta) have EVER been isolated (ie proven to exist) and proven to cause illness.  The response from Australia’s TGA 
to an FOI (Freedom of Information request) confirmed that there was NO evidence of the Delta variant on record.  
So, in fact, the HIGH HOSPITALISATION RATES that are now occurring are likely BEING CAUSED BY THE VACCINES – 
NOT by ‘covid’ or a ‘covid-variant’ – and again, this truth is being confirmed by THOUSANDS around the world. 
And this shocking reality is particularly likely given that the injuries/illnesses are occurring so shortly after 
PERFECTLY HEALTHY PEOPLE get injected – and we haven’t even begun to see the ‘long-term’ damage yet.   But, as 
the links below show, this truth is being covered up by the media and governments who are (falsely) blaming the 
hospitalisations, deaths and injuries on ‘covid’ or one of its ‘variants’.   And these high death and injury rates 
occurring ‘POST VACCINATION’ are exactly what all these doctors and professionals (who are speaking out) 
predicted.  (Please also refer to the section – ‘Warnings from Doctors’).   In addition, it has been reported that the 
deaths and injuries occurring soon after the vaccination are being reclassified as Unvaccinated deaths (ie. they are 
falsely counting the death/injury as being due to covid or a variant rather than the injection).  If we look at all this 
information ‘objectively’ we begin to understand the deception underway.  
 

- All new covid hospitalisations involve vaccinated individuals:-  https://odysee.com/@yabba:e/UPDATE-FROM-
SYDNEY---All-New-COVID-Hospitalizations-Involve-Vaccinated-Individuals-Except-One:d   
 

- Nurse reports ALL covid patients on hospital floor were DOUBLE VACCINATED:-  
https://odysee.com/@CosmicEvent:5/Nurse-reports-ALL-Covid-patients-on-hospital-floor-were-double-
VACCINATED:3 
 

-  60% of those hospitalised in the UK have been ‘double’ jabbed – also highlights hopeless cover up attempt by UK 
government:- https://odysee.com/@JustSoYouKnow:7/10000000_342665387489051_8503600614475776683_n:b  
 
 

- NURSES/DOCTORS TRYING TO SPEAK OUT- about the ‘covid’ fraud and the high numbers of VACCINATED in 
hospital –  https://odysee.com/@SixthSense-Truth-Search-Labs:0/Government-VAERS-and-Hospital-Workers-
Confirm-COVID-19-Vacci:f     AND   https://www.bitchute.com/video/agKzdqamPRwz/ 
 

- Patients fully vaccinated:-  https://odysee.com/@YoungCoconutMusic:a/covid-nurse-says-vaccines-dont-work:7 
 

- Attorney Thomas Renz- US Federal Court lawsuit underway.  Insider has confirmed 45,000 US deaths in the USA 
within 3 days of the injection have been ‘hidden’:- https://odysee.com/@SkyDomeAtlantis:4/trim.728D7C5F-B80E-
46B1-837A-648F1EE2BC99:9 
 



 

v)   NATURAL IMMUNITY IS FAR SUPERIOR TO VACCINES.  VACCINES BADLY DAMAGE OUR IMMUNE SYSTEMS. 
(Please refer above to EFFECTIVE COVID TREATMENT OPTIONS whereby treatments are approaching 100% effectiveness).    

 
- *** Dr Sam Bailey – Discusses our amazing natural immune system and how VACCINES CAUSE MAJOR DAMAGE.   
In Part 1 & 2– she explains how vaccines can fundamentally damage the intricate balance of our immune systems 
(ie. the TH-1 and TH-2 systems). That is, it can ‘impair’ the Th-1 immune response making us vulnerable to infections 
and cancer and then can also lead to the ‘over-stimulation’ of the Th-2 immune system which increases 
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES like Multiple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia, Thyroiditis, Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Crohn’s disease, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis, Lupus etc).   This explains how vaccines can underpin the DRAMATIC increase in both 
‘cancers’ AND autoimmune diseases. There is NO EVIDENCE that vaccines are beneficial in ANY WAY.    
(https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/the-immune-system-vaccines-part-1:b)   AND  
https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/629b035df9584e89a1ce4f35b27d087d-Odysee+Exclusive+Immune+System+-
+Vaccines+Part+2:d 
 

- Short video explaining how the covid vaccines destroy our natural ‘innate’ immune systems.   It details the 
brilliance of our immune system’s ‘Non-specific Antibodies’ and how this is seriously damaged when we have 
vaccines (because they cause ‘vaccine induced ‘specific antibodies’ which ‘over-ride our natural and far-superior 
non-specific antibodies).  https://odysee.com/@daveswildcamping:0/ed7d301d44058b24:8 
 

- Multiple studies show “that natural immunity to SarsCov2 is broader, more durable, and longer-lasting than any 
of the shots on the market today” 
https://odysee.com/@BANNED.VIDEO:1/BREAKINGStudyShowsNaturalImmunityToCOVIDIsSuperiorToVaccination:3   
AND  https://www.wndnewscenter.org/fifteen-studies-show-natural-immunity-better-than-vaccines/ 
 

-  The vaccinated are 6 to 13 times more likely to get “Delta” than someone with natural immunity: - 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fully-vaccinated-pfizer-more-likely-get-delta-than-natural-
immunity/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=4dce9ceb-7b67-486d-a8d7-8ec65a3a293e 
 
 
8.   ARE ‘COVID’ VACCINES SAFE AND EFFECTIVE?  DO THE BENEFITS OUTWEIGH THE RISKS?    
NO.  The evidence is now in:- these ‘experimental covid injections’ are virtually ZERO% EFFECTIVE (ie. 0-2%) and 
have virtually ZERO SAFETY DATA - and official adverse event reporting systems confirm that these injections are 
killing and injuring people in the MILLIONS.  So, when we are told by the MEDIA & Government that these 
injections are ‘SAFE’ and ‘EFFECTIVE’ this is simply NOT true.  The TRUTH is that they are ‘unsafe’ and ‘ineffective’ 
and therefore the BENEFITS absolutely DO NOT outweigh the RISKS. 
 

 
!!!  Why has the Australian Gov. just created a ‘COVID VACCINES INJURY PAYMENT SCHEME’ if the vaccines are 
“safe”?  And why are we the TAX-PAYER paying and NOT the vaccine manufacturers!!?? 
(https://www.health.gov.au/ministers/the-hon-greg-hunt-mp/media/no-fault-covid-19-indemnity-scheme)  
 
NB:  “Has the Government been wrong before with regard to vaccine, drug & chemical safety???   YES!   
“Remember; Agent orange, asbestos, glyphosate, plastics, formaldehyde, thalidomide, cigarettes, Vioxx, Gardasil?  
After being promised these were safe, it turned out, in fact, they are responsible for horrendous injuries, death, 
genetic mutations and causing environmental damage. It also warrants a mention that "medical error" is the third 
leading cause of death, behind heart disease and cancer.”  And just a reminder, the many brave individuals who 
tried to WARN US about the aforementioned were called ‘crazy conspiracy theorists’.  
(https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/detailed)  
 
As is explained in the links:- the deception we are experiencing is part of an intentional psychological 
manipulation underway to ‘misinform’ and ‘frighten’ people into getting vaccinated.  Now that more information 
is (finally) being released about the original vaccine studies performed/funded by Bigpharma – it reveals that the 
studies were heavily biased, unscientifically conducted AND the results were highly misleading because they 
reported ‘relative risk’ rather than ABSOLUTE RISK.  As is reported below, the ‘effectiveness’ of the vaccine was 
first reduced to 19% and has now been confirmed as being only 0%-2% EFFECTIVE and there was ZERO SAFETY 
DATA.  And given the horrendous rates of vaccine caused deaths and injuries currently occurring - we know that 
there is virtually ZERO benefit but HUGE RISK from these vaccines/injections.  And the evidence being revealed 
now is also confirming that these injections also DO NOT PREVENT INFECTION OR TRANSMISSION.   



***SURELY WE SHOULD ALL BE ASKING OURSELVES - WHY ON EARTH ARE GOVERNMENTS AND THE MEDIA 
IGNORNING ALL THE EVIDENCE AND WARNINGS?  Why are they continuing to pressure and manipulate us into 
getting injected when the injections are virtually 0% effective and have huge safety risks?  And why are they 
pushing for vaccine passports which are further pressuring and manipulating people into having dangerous 
ineffective injections that do not stop infection or transmission?    We are clearly NOT being told the truth. 
 
 

- British Medical Journal advised that the efficacy was actually only 19% - 
https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2021/01/04/peter-doshi-pfizer-and-modernas-95-effective-vaccines-we-need-more-
details-and-the-raw-data/.  BUT THEN:-  
 

-  *** The Lancet Medical Journal confirmed that ‘absolute’ risk reduction (which is always how it should be 
reported) of the vaccines is only actually 0-2% (ie. only 0-2% effective):-  
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(21)00069-0/fulltext 
 

- PUBMED PUBLICATION REVEALS that vaccine effectiveness is only 0.7% to 1.1%.  
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33652582/ 
 

-  “Statistical tricks (and conflicts of interest) are not new to the vaccine or pharmaceutical industries, which have 
been used for decades to successfully mask the chasm between vaccine rhetoric and reality” and “….”it is not hard 
to be discouraged about the agencies’ (CDC’s) continued ability to get away with misusing and abusing safety data 
from VAERS (USA’s adverse reporting system) and other sources”  In other words, due to vested interests and 
financial motivations, regulatory agencies are manipulating and lying about the vaccine death and injury/safety 
data.  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-injuries-regulatory-agencies-hiding-covid-safety-
data/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=56e2d096-9bc3-4115-a27b-be4d7e56a186 
 

- Attorney Robert F Kennedy (RFK) discusses the enormous flaws with the original Covid Vaccine/Experimental 
gene injection studies upon which the entire vaccine rollout was based.  He explains that now that the original 
vaccine trial data can be analysed it is clear to see that they were not scientifically conducted, were full of bias, were 
intentionally misleading and therefore their findings and conclusions cannot be trusted.  (NB:  RFK has a throat 
condition).  https://the-greater-reset-activation.pinecast.co/episode/58cdb3d1/robert-f-kennedy-jr-at-the-greater-
reset-activation-to-expansion 
 

- Yale University confirms that 60% of new covid cases are in vaccinated people – the injections do NOT stop 
transmission or infection:-  - https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/blog/yale-university-epidemiologist-60/   
 
 
 

9.     WARNINGS from doctors and many, many others (including pilots) all over the globe:- Are these 

vaccines or are they ‘experimental gene altering injections?  Are they safe? How do they actually work? 

 
 
BigPharma has tried for decades to get mRNA (gene altering injections) approved – but they repeatedly failed due to 
the extremely high level of ‘animal deaths’ in the trials.  But these injections are now being used on human beings 
after having had NO ANIMAL TRIALS or ANY SAFETY INVESTIGATIONS.   The amount of evidence showing how 
dangerous and deadly these injections are is OVERWHELMING AND IRREFUTABLE.  Hundreds of thousands have died 
(including miscarriages, and deaths of newborns and young children) - AND MILLIONS (of all ages) have been 
seriously injured (eg. paralysis, Parkinson-like tremors, heart attacks, blood clots, seizures, etc).   There are rapidly 
increasing numbers of people being hospitalised AFTER they have been vaccinated – particularly the young. 
 
- * VACCINE SECRETS  (a helpful introductory video) - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/covid-vaccine-secrets/  
 

-  MULTIPLE DOCTORS :- Dr Kaufman, Dr Hilde De Smit, Dr Nils Fosse, Dr Elizabeth Evans, Dr Mohammad Adil, Dr 
Vernon Coleman, Dr Dolores Cahill, Dr Zac Cox, Dr Anna Forbes, Dr Ralf Sundberg, Dr Johan Denis, Dr Daniel 
Cullum, Dr Anne Fierlahjn, Dr Tom Cowan, Dr Kevin Corbett, Dr Carrie Madej, Dr Barre Lando, Dr Piotr Rubis, Dr 
Natalia Prego Cancelo, Dr Rashid Buttar, Dr Nour De San, Dr Kelly Brogan, Prof Konstantin Pavlidis, Dr Sherri 
Tenpenny, Dr Heiko Santelmann, Dr Margareta Griesz-Brisson, Dr Mikael Nordfors, Dr Elke de Klerk, etc 
https://odysee.com/@EduardoCorrochio:4/Doctors-Around-the-World-Issue-Dire-Warning--DO-NOT-GET-THE-
COVID-VACCINE!!:f 
- * Dr Peter McCullough (Cardiologist)– Warning – this is bioweapon.  He will not vaccinate ANYBODY.  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gjxNH4r2U8d6/  



- Dr Anne McCloskey (MD) – warning:-  https://www.bitchute.com/video/J0iqMbjvkHi4/  AND  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/g7pRb1khOLzI/  
- QANTAS PILOT SPEAKS OUT:- https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/qantas-pilot/  
- DR CHARLES HOFFE:- https://odysee.com/@notanotherbrick:f/Dire-Warning-from-Dr.-Charles-Hoffe:1 
- Dr Dolores Cahill (molecular biologist & immunologist) and geneticist Alaxandra Heroin Caute - these are NOT 
vaccines – they are deadly ‘gene altering injections’ that bypass the body’s exquisite protective immune 
system.  They cause the body to become ‘genetically modified’ resulting in autoimmunity, priming and 
deaths.  Deaths to come should NOT be ‘incorrectly’ called ‘Covid’ deaths….they are deaths from these deadly 
‘gene injections’.  https://odysee.com/@vanessabeeley:6/MRNA:7 
- MULTIPLE DOCTORS - Dr Chris Milburn, Dr Charles Hoffe, Dr Sam Dube, Dr Francis Christian, 
etc.   https://odysee.com/@bitjesus:9/hoffe:0    
- FORMER PFIZER VICE PRESIDENT (Dr Michael Yeadon, MD, Virologist) – he is terrified of the Covid ‘injections’ and 
the harm they are causing:-  START @  1hr 29mins for quicker viewing.     https://thehighwire.com/videos/cadet-
suffers-heart-attack-after-covid-vaccine/   
-  Former PFIZER Pharmaceutical Analyst (Karen Kingston):-   confirms that the vaccines are lethal bioweapons and 
that they contain highly poisonous graphene oxide– “it is the main ingredient in the hydrogel which is the liquid AI 
(artificial intelligence) template ….for creating an interface between humans and the internet”:- 
https://odysee.com/@OffGridDesertFarmingwithPaulandAdrienne:9/DEADLY-SHOTS-Former-Pfizer-Employee-
Confirms-Poison-in-COVID-Vaccine---Karen-Kingston:4  or  https://www.bitchute.com/video/dnVgJZsbPqIg/ 
- Canadian Doctors speak out:- https://odysee.com/@Alternative-News:c/Canadian-Doctors-Speak-Out:c 
- Dr Sam White (MD) - https://www.covidtruths.co.uk/2021/06/dr-samuel-white-nhs-gp-speaks-about-the-fraud/     
- The Evidence Based Medical Consultancy Group - vaccines dangerous and should be halted immediately:- 
https://trialsitenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Yellow-Card-Letter.pdf 
- Dr Vernon Coleman (MD - in tears) – these vaccines are GENOCIDE (scroll down to his interview) - 
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/vaccines/ 
- Dr Mark Trozzi:- He has resigned from his work as an emergency physician because of the terrible fraud 
underway).  He explains that this is all a deception in order to “to bring in an authoritarian system with the loss of 
our human rights and freedoms”. These are “crimes against humanity in violation of the Nuremberg Code, and 
other legal standards such as civil liberties.  https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/dr-mark-trozzi-my-
personal-testimony/ 
- Dr Roger Hodkinson - https://odysee.com/@yellowgenius:0/Dr.-Roger-Hodkinson---STOP-THE-SHOT:9 
 

- Dr Robert Malone - Inventor of mRNA technology:- is extremely concerned about these unsafe vaccines and the 
active blocking of truthful information which he believes is Authoritarian ‘PsyOp-Behavioural Control’  = 
https://odysee.com/@TruthWillOut:8/dr-robert-malone-psyop:e 
 

- Dr Ryan Cole – (Clinical Pathologist and PhD - Immunology and Virology) -
  https://odysee.com/@Mindexplore:0/Dr-Ryan--Cole:3 – “This is no longer good science, it’s a poisonous attack on 
our population and it needs to stop now” – Concerns re infertility (both male and femaie), cancer  (10-20 fold 
increase in uterine cancer), etc   AND  enormous nurse shortage due to staff refusing to get ‘injections’  - 
https://odysee.com/@PathwayToFreedom:1/Dr.-Ryan-Cole--StoptheMandate:4 
 

- Warning from Nurse - https://odysee.com/@sgtreport:7/Nicole_render:c 
 

- FRONTLINE NURSE - https://odysee.com/@sgtreport:7/Nicole_render:c 
 

- WARNING TO CITIZENS AND HEALTH CARE WORKERS FROM ICU NURSE – “You’re being lied to about Covid”. 
Very cheap (ie. $3) and EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS (including Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine, Zinc, Vit D, 
steroids etc) are being BLOCKED while expensive (ie. $3000), ineffective and dangerous treatments (like Remdesivir 
which make BigPharma lots of money and cause dangerous side effect) are being promoted. Hospitalisations and 
(supposed) death rates from ‘covid’ have been falsely created by the media and from the (meaningless) PCR tests in 
order to spread lies, create fear and initiate terrible mandates and loss of freedoms.  The ‘injections’ are causing 
‘Antibody Dependent Enhancement’ (ie inappropriate HYPER immune response) which is killing and injuring people 
in the millions.  Reports are advising that virtually ALL OF THE HOSPITALISATIONS NOW ARE THOSE WHO HAVE 
BEEN VACCINATED.   Studies ARE confirming that the vaccine particles (which are meant to STAY IN THE SHOULDER) 
ARE in fact being HEAVILY deposited in the spleen, liver, brain, heart, bone marrow, breast milk and PARTICULARLY 
IN THE OVARIES.  We all have the right to be provided with FULL INFORMATION (ie. be fully informed) in order to 
make ‘informed decisions’ - as well as the right to freedom of choice – particularly with regard to our 
bodies.  Excluding/segregating individuals (from society) who have made an INFORMED DECSION to NOT get an 



experimental ‘injection’ (because they are PROVEN to be incredibly dangerous) is a ‘CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY- 
https://odysee.com/@AussieFighter:8/Icu-Nurse---You're-Being-Lied-To-About-Covid:5   
 

- Dr Stephanie Seneff (Senior Research Scientist at MIT) shares her concerns re: mRNA technology - 
https://www.chrisbeatcancer.com/dr-stephanie-seneff-on-the-toxic-legacy-of-glyphosate-and-concerns-with-mrna-
technology/ 
 

- **  Warning from Dr Larrie Palevsky, Dr Carrie Madej, Dr Tenpenny & Dr Christine Northrup – the injections are 
Bioweapons AND it appears the VACCINATED ARE EFFECTING THE UNVACCINATED - 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/J2sddqkgXElK/ 
 

- AstraZeneca injection makers linked to British Eugenics Movement-“The decision to inject mentally and 
physically disabled children with Covid-19 inoculations deemed by the JCVI board as too risky for use in healthy 
populations has chilling echos of Nazi Era medical experimentation and ultimately, killing of disabled populations”  
- https://www.unite4truth.com/post/on-virus-isolation-method-non-specific-covid-19-tests-new-drug-treatments-
for-covid-19-infections 
- Cancer survivor & patient advocate Chris Wark (chrisbeatcancer.com) shares why he’s not getting vaccinated:- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS1C_1Xz0Pc  AND  
 

SPECIFIC INFO RE THE VACCINES AND INFERTILITY 
 

- ** Dr Carrie Madej (Medical Director/Physician):- excellent video and discusses infertility from covid vaccines and 
from other vaccines (including tetanus) - https://odysee.com/@FearlessNation:7/Dr.-Carrie-Madej-on-why-vaccines-
are-a-threat-to-humanity-and-cause-infertility,-qui-bono:8     
- AND with Dr Andrew Kaufman (MD/Psychiatrist) - infertility and the ‘infertility/abortion vaccine’ discussed from 
about 36 minutes - https://odysee.com/@marengeti:c/madej-kaufman-on-vaccines-hydrogel-secret-government-
programs:4.  They also discuss how taking the vaccines/injections modifies our DNA which means that human beings 
are then ‘genetically modified organisms’ which are ‘PATENTABLE’ – which means human beings will be ‘owned’. 
- Dr Roger Hodkinson (with Anna Brees) – 11.6.21:- (Pathologist) - (discusses infertility – approx. 11 
minutes).   https://odysee.com/@annabrees:5/Drrogerhodkinson:f 
- Former Pfizer Vice President (Dr Michael Yeadon, MD, Virologist) terrified of Covid vaccines and the harm they 
are causing:-  START @  1hr 29mins.     https://thehighwire.com/videos/cadet-suffers-heart-attack-after-covid-
vaccine/    
 

-Dr Wolfgang Wodarg (Epidemiologist and former head of Public Health) and Dr Michael Yeadon (former Pfizer 
Vice President) request URGENT stop of all covid vaccines:- - https://odysee.com/@sarahwestall:0/vaccine-
infertility:5  (finishes at 6mins) AND Dr Wodarg on Highwire:- https://odysee.com/@WilliamBrown:a/mRNA-vaccine-
infertility-wodarg:8 
 

-Dr Michael Yeadon -– vaccine particles are ‘concentrating’ in the ovaries and the spike protein is similar to an 
essential protein in the placenta.  Antibodies ‘against’ the placenta (post vaccine) have now been proven in 
study.  Ie. the vaccines cause ‘autoimmune attack’ against the ovaries and placenta - 
https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Dr-Michael-Yeadon,-Fmr-Pfizer-VP:d 
 

- Dr Vladimir Zelenko (frontline MD) covid vaccines:- miscarriage up 80%, infertility, cancer etc - 
https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Dr.-Vladimir-Ze%E2%80%99ev-Zelenko-Testimony-Before-Israeli-Rabbinic-
Court:2? 
 

INCREASED HOSPITALISATION OF THE ‘VACCINATED’ (NOT the UNVACCINATED). 
https://odysee.com/@WAM:0/exposedvaccinedeathscountedascoviddeathswam:e 
 

-  https://odysee.com/@yabba:e/UPDATE-FROM-SYDNEY---All-New-COVID-Hospitalizations-Involve-Vaccinated-
Individuals-Except-One:d   
 

- https://odysee.com/@CosmicEvent:5/Nurse-reports-ALL-Covid-patients-on-hospital-floor-were-double-
VACCINATED:3 
 

- https://odysee.com/@JustSoYouKnow:7/10000000_342665387489051_8503600614475776683_n:b – (60% of 
those hospitalised in the UK have been ‘double’ vaccinated  – also highlights hopeless cover up attempt by UK 
government).    Therefore, it is strongly suspected that it is NOT a (so called) variant or ‘breakthrough’ covid 
infections that are causing the hospitalisations and deaths but rather IT IS THE VACCINES. 
 
 
 



 

10a.  VACCINE FATALITY & INURY DATA – A CLOSER LOOK  
 

(i)  AUSTRALIAN vaccine death and injury data (via TGA): – As of 9th September 21 the TGA received 

516 reports of covid vaccine deaths with 57,161 reports of covid vaccine injury.   
(NB:  Serious concerns have been raised with regards to how all but 9 of the deaths were ruled out as being caused 
by the injections.)   Source data = https://www.tga.gov.au/periodic/covid-19-vaccine-weekly-safety-report   
** The same concerns about the ‘reduction’ or ‘alterations’ in vaccine fatality numbers are being seen 
internationally.  A lawsuit is currently underway against the US Government with regards to 45,000 undisclosed 
vaccine deaths- https://odysee.com/@BannedVideos:8/45000-deaths-covid-jab-thomas-renz:f). 
 

(ii)   USA, UK and EU vaccine death and injury data  - as of 1st – 11th September 21 
 

TOTAL DEATHS =  40,666  (PLUS 45,000 newly discovered reported deaths that the US Government kept ‘hidden’ 
from the public) and TOTAL INJURIES =  6,626,506 (source of data below).  
 

-  The figures below are ONLY for 3 regions (ie the USA, UK & EU) & THEY ONLY REPRESENT 1-10% OF THE TRUE 
FIGURES: -  It is important to realise that most countries don’t have vaccine adverse event reporting systems (or the 
data is not being revealed) so NOBODY IS ACTUALLY TRACKING THE DEATHS AND INJURIES WORLD WIDE. Given that 
we are in the middle of an ‘experimental trial of these vaccines’ – this data should ABSOLUTEY be being tracked 
internationally because how else can safety and effectiveness data be determined?   In addition - The Adverse 
Reporting Systems only ‘capture’ between 1-10% of the ‘true’ figures (ie.  it has been OFFICIALLY CONFIRMED by 
these Adverse reporting systems that they only capture 1-10% of the deaths and injuries that are actually reported.   
 

!!!  Consequently, the ACTUAL vaccine FATALITY figures for (just) these 3 regions (ie. US, UK & EU) are estimated at:-  

= 4,066,600 VACCINE DEATHS and 662,650,200 VACCINE INJURIES.      

*** The ACTUAL WORLD-WIDE VACCINE FATALITY & INJURY RATES  are  likely in the multi-millions if no billions. 
 

-  Lawsuit has now been filed against the US Government with regard to ‘hiding’ 45,000 deaths.  We are now also 
being advised that the VAERS reporting system (ie. USA adverse event report system) is ONLY ‘ONE’ of ‘ELEVEN’ 
adverse reporting systems in the USA – but data from only ‘one’ of these reporting systems (ie. VAERS) has been 
made available.    https://odysee.com/@BannedVideos:8/45000-deaths-covid-jab-thomas-renz:f). 
 
 

-  Significant concerns being raised re: ‘VACCINE DEATHS’ being ‘deleted’ from reporting systems AND the deaths 
are being (falsely) classified as ‘UNVACCINATED (ie. even though they have been vaccinated) ie.  If a death occurs 
shortly after getting vaccinated then this death/injury is being counted as a COVID/UNVACCINATED DEATH – 
rather than as a VACCINE DEATH.   - https://rumble.com/vk7ybl-cdc-deletes-6000-corona-vaccine-deaths-from-its-
cdc-website-total-7-22-2021.html 
 
 

 
*  Source data links are provided below  
(Table sourced from - https://johnplatinumgoss.com/covid-19-vaccination-statistics/)  
 



- USA Government covid vaccine adverse event reporting system (CDC: VAERS):-  https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data – 
Fatalities include ‘nursing’ newborns whose mothers received a vaccine and serious injuries include Bell’s Palsy, heart attacks, 
myocarditis, miscarriage, etc.  The death/injury figures now also include 12-17 year olds because children are now also being 
aggressively pushed into receiving vaccines – which makes no sense at all given their virtual ‘zero’ risk from (so called) covid.   
- EU government covid vaccine adverse event reporting system:-  https://vaccination-info.eu/en/vaccine-facts/monitoring-
vaccine-safety-and-reporting-side-effects  
- UK government covid vaccine adverse event reporting system (MHRA):-
  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-vaccine-adverse-reactions – 
 

- Helpful article discussing the latest VAERS/USA  vaccine deaths from ChildrensHealthDefense.org:-
  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-injuries-deaths-covid-vaccines-fda-third-shot-
immunocompromised/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=fd648cde-52b5-4a0d-b910-
c7dca0e40f86 
- Vaccine Injury Regulatory agencies are actively hiding death and injury data:- 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-injuries-regulatory-agencies-hiding-covid-safety-data/ 
 
 
 
10b.  PEOPLE WORLD-WIDE SHARE THEIR REAL-LIFE VACCINATION EXPERIENCES   
NB:  There are hundreds and hundreds of ‘testimonials’ being shown on alternate sites such as odysee.com, 
butchute.com, rumble.com etc.  (NB:  It has been estimated that approximately 20% of the injections are 
‘placebos’ – this is why some people appear to be seemingly ‘unaffected’). 
 
 

- Mother mourning the loss of her child:- - https://odysee.com/@TimTruth:b/enraged-mother-says-pfizer-vax-
killed-daughter:e 
- Young woman can’t walk/loss of bodily control after vaccine:- 
https://odysee.com/@WhatIsTruth_WasIstWahrheit_2:f/YOUNG-LADY-AFTER-COVID-JAB:a 
- And here in Australia (young girl in wheel chair):-  https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/b5wRQktaR5K4:e 
- These people regret getting the vaccine:- https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/Cb2NZRz52yhc:2 
- DISTRESSING VACCINE REACTIONS - https://odysee.com/@EricDubay:c/Terrible-Covid-Vaccine-Reactions---
PLEASE-SHARE!:1 
- MULTIPLE injuries & deaths – including death of 4 British Airways Pilots (you might like to press mute):- 
https://odysee.com/@Yuryvidal:6/nothingtoseehere:0 
 - Teen heart-attack:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/isaiah-harris-teen-heart-attack-pfizer-covid-
vaccine/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=fb6300e8-48df-46dc-b342-226d746dfb0a 
- Teen with Myocarditis (heart disease/heart inflammation) - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/greyson-
follmer-pfizer-vaccine-myocarditis/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=faf15c81-fc5a-4174-bb39-
70c908f37be8 
- Teen death:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/19-year-old-dies-heart-problem-moderna-vaccine/ 
- Woman paralysed:- https://www.bitchute.com/video/pCVHBeQq7llp/ 
- 3 woman with convulsions and ‘Parkinson-like’ tremors:-  https://thehighwire.com/videos/they-dont-want-to-
see-people-like-us/   
- Woman with Guillain-Barre Syndrome/paralysed:- (when immune system attacks nerves):-
  https://brandnewtube.com/watch/first-u-s-doctor-certifies-vaccine-injury-confirms-serious-diagnosis-after-
jab_6KxNKa7wGaLkBy5.html 
- 28yr old suffers heart attack:- https://thehighwire.com/videos/cadet-suffers-heart-attack-after-covid-vaccine/ 
- Romney Family:- Son (heart disease) and father (lung clots/neucrotic lung):- start @ 51 minute mark:-
   https://thehighwire.com/videos/cadet-suffers-heart-attack-after-covid-vaccine/ 
- 12 year old, Maddie Da Garay -in wheelchair- https://www.foxnews.com/media/ohio-woman-daughter-covid-
vaccine-reaction-wheelchair  (Video of mother).   
- 18 yr old girl – blood clots & brain damage - https://www.bitchute.com/video/OBioVSVw3fsG/ 
- 18 yr old boy – heart attack.  Mother highlights how the hospital were clueless AND that they don’t report adverse 
events to VAERS (ie. the vaccine adverse event reporting system in the USA) - 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/david-mallozzi-myocarditis-pfizer-vaccine-hospital-not-reporting-
vaers/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=18d376a3-74a3-4bb1-8b58-1590fe919e48 
- 13 yr old dies - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/13-year-old-jacob-clynick-dies-pfizer-vaccine-
myocarditis/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=ad859410-59a0-4e4c-bc16-e1a2de4b6684 



-  17 yr old - Heart disease/Myocarditis/heart scarring - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/teen-heart-
condition-pfizer-covid-vaccine-fabio-berlingieri-fox-
friends/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f1ef83d5-5e18-4320-a851-0646f29a28e1 
- Baby dies after mother received 2nd Pfizer vax (ie. baby developed blood clots/thrombosis) - 
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/04/30/covid-19-report-breastfeeding-baby-dies-after-mother-receives-pfizer-
vaccine.html 
- 39yr old British model dies after AstraZeneca Vaccine - 
https://odysee.com/@WhatIsTruth_WasIstWahrheit_2:f/BRITISH-MODEL-STEPHANIE-DUBOIS-DIES-AFTER-AZ-
COVID-19-JAB-(MAY-24,-2021):2 
- 27yrs old Nurse died 30 minutes after getting Astra Zeneca Vaccine in Canada - https://odysee.com/@Covid-
19_Vaccine_Injuries:2/Nurse-died-after-taking-AstraZeneca-vaccine:9 
- Man dead after 2nd dose - https://www.bitchute.com/video/wB5ofZEjn4EQ/ 
- Woman dies of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD) - a rare brain disease.  (Symptoms started within 11 days of 2nd 
dose):- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cheryl-cohen-dies-rare-brain-disease-second-dose-pfizer-
covid-shot/ 
- Multiple injuries and deaths in Australian aged care (AHPRA BLOCKING THE TRUTH):- 
https://odysee.com/@Lukeys-Health-Channel:5/Australia-Vaccine-Adverse-Evenst---Aged-Care:8 
-14 yr old with myocarditis (heart damage) after Pfizer  - mum speaks out:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/emily-jo-14-year-old-son-aiden-myocarditis-pfizer-
vaccine/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=56e2d096-9bc3-4115-a27b-be4d7e56a186 
- 45 year old mum died after ‘mandatory’ vax for work:- https://odysee.com/@GlobalAgenda:0/Video-Ready-John-
Hopkins-Employee-Dies-From-Jab:e 
- Endless body convulsions from vax:-  https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/COVID-VACCINE-INJURY---ENDLESS-
BODY-CONVULSIONS---TREMORS:1  
- Bell’s Palsy/Paralysis:- young woman - https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/COVID-VACCINE-INJURY---MANY-
HORRIFIC-INJURIES---GETTING-WORSE:6  
- Hundreds of vaccine injured – “they’re asking to be heard & helped” - https://odysee.com/@repostasap:c/COVID-
VACCINE-INJURY---MANY-HORRIFIC-INJURIES---GETTING-WORSE:6    
- Young woman now extremely sick – she has been to multiple neurologists and doctors with no answers:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dominique-de-silva-covid-vaccine-injury-
neurological/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=7ed7b275-65e3-4348-86c4-e01270a7bceb 

 
(There are thousands of stories -just look on the alternate social media and websites like odysee.com, bitchute.com, rumble.com, 

brandnewtube.com, brighteon.com, etc.). 

 
 

11.  Are there UNDISCLOSED ingredients in the vaccines/injections?   
YES.  As you can see in the links below, doctors and scientists are reporting that there are a multitude of 
undisclosed ingredients including toxins, biosensors and nanotechnology.  Bio-convergence, transhumanism and 
the 5G connection - what does it all mean?   (Also refer to section below – “The Bigger Agenda”). 
 

 

 
-  Pharmacist shows ‘BLANK VACCINE INSERT’.  Ie. there are absolutely NO ingredients, NO safety or efficacy data 
and NO study data, etc:-    Short video=  https://www.bitchute.com/video/S1nK7dj73O8n/ And full= 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7249lknSmg62/   
- Japan Reports More metal Shavings in Moderna:-   https://thetruthaboutvaccines.com/japan-reports-metal-
shavings-moderna-covid-jab/  
 

- Dr Carrie Madej (GP/MD) discussing significant concerns around the vaccines and biosensors and nanotechnology 
(and its link to EMF’s/5G, cryptocurrency etc).   https://odysee.com/@stpierrs:f/Dr.-Carrie-Madej-Goes-FULL-TRUTH-
on-Jab-480:9   Dr Madej has made many other very detailed videos which go into great depth this -  if you want to 
research further just look on odysee.com, bitchute.com, rumble.com etc 
 

- **Approved Microsoft Patent (Bill Gates) - W02020060606 “Cryptocurrency System Using Body Activity Data”- 
https://odysee.com/@KILLUMINATI13420:9/microsoft-patent-w02020060606:0  ie. Biosensors within the human 
body will communicate directly with mobile phone/cloud and then link directly with cryptocurrency payment 
system.  The ultimate control system. 
- Attorney Dr/Professor  Francis Boyle (Criminal & Human Rights Law) – ‘The vaccines are a DARPA funded 
BIOWEAPON – it’s against the ‘Nuremberg Code’ – calling for Fauci’s arrest for MURDER:-   



https://odysee.com/@Venus_Project_Foundation:8/INFOWARS-Broadcast-Dr-Francis-Boyle-Calls-For-Fauci-Arrest:6  
AND https://odysee.com/@wingardiumleviosa:d/473296018_Dr.-Francis-Boyle--Darpas-Biowarfare-Weapon-
Vaccine-Will-Kill-People:f  
 

- Nano biosensors/DARPA/PROFUSA:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/military-
vaccines/microchips-nanotechnology-and-implanted-biosensors-the-new-normal/   AND this article highlights the 
“injectable biosensors” - https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/profusa-and-partners-receive-darpa-award-
to-speed-detection-of-disease-outbreaks-300898518.html  and this PROFUSA PAGE - https://profusa.com/ 
 

- Canadian gov website discussing ‘biodigital convergence’ (also called bioconvergence/transhumanism).  At the 
end of the first para it says….”More than a technological change, this biodigital convergence may transform the way 
we understand ourselves and cause us to redefine what we consider human or natural”.  
https://horizons.gc.ca/en/2020/02/11/exploring-biodigital-convergence/ 
 
TOXIC GRAPHENE OXIDE FOUND IN VACCINES (and THE 5G CONNECTION).   
  

- Former Pfizer Employee Karen Kingston (Pharmaceutical Analyst) confirms that the vaccines are lethal 
bioweapons and that they contain highly poisonous graphene oxide – “it is the main ingredient in the hydrogel which 
is the liquid AI (artificial intelligence) template ….for creating an interface between humans and the internet”:- 
https://odysee.com/@OffGridDesertFarmingwithPaulandAdrienne:9/DEADLY-SHOTS-Former-Pfizer-Employee-
Confirms-Poison-in-COVID-Vaccine---Karen-Kingston:4 
- Vaccine found to contain very high levels of graphene oxide (ie. people might become ‘superconductors’ of 
certain frequencies such as 5G)   https://odysee.com/@Hemeroteca:f/Graphene-oxide,-5G-and-COVID-19-
(www.orwell.city):b 
 

- Report indicating the presence of graphene oxide:-   https://www.docdroid.net/Ov1M99x/official-interim-report-
in-english-university-of-almeria-pdf#page=3 
 

- Graphene (and 5G) appear to interfere with bodies electromagnetic fields:-  
https://truthcomestolight.com/on-the-connection-between-graphene-oxide-found-in-covid-vaccines-
electromagnetic-fields-blood-clots-severe-covid-symptoms-how-to-remove-graphene-oxide-from-the-body/ (scroll 
down to video)   And  https://www.orwell.city/ AND - https://odysee.com/@SciTron-Healing:e/Graphene-Oxide-and-
Covid-19:2 and https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/5G-and-COVID-waves.html  and 
https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/NAC-glutathione.html  AND  https://odysee.com/@Hemeroteca:f/Graphene-
oxide,-5G-and-COVID-19-(www.orwell.city):b  AND 
https://odysee.com/@AlexJonesChannel:c/Dr.-Jane-Ruby-Exposes-Toxic-Metals-Found-in-Covid-Injections:b   AND  
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0003267018301569  AND  “Graphene-based sensors for 
biomedicine and brain-machine interfaces - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qj45ihFO6tQ 
 

-  Dr Robert Young (PhD)– “Graphene, aluminium LNP Capsids and Parasite in 4 vaccines:-   
(NB:  Corona = Radiation and Virus = poison.  So, Corona Virus means “Radiation Poisoning”).   
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Z2sAH0Woz38r/ (NB: It is all helpful but vaccine info starts at about 45 minutes).  
AND  Article = https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-
cov-19-vaccines      Dr Young advises:- Graphene Oxide & other ingredients are in the vaccines – “these are not 
vaccines they are highly toxic ‘nanotechnological drugs/gene altering’ drugs’ which “have never been developed 
nor experienced by humans anywhere, at any time in the history of the WORLD”.  He confirms that all 4 vaccines 
(Pfizer, Moderna Astrazeneca and Johnson & Johnson contain toxic lipid nanoparticles that contain Graphene Oxide. 
In fact, the contents of the ‘nano-lipid/liposomal envelope’ contains virtually 100% Graphene Oxide – plus several 
other extremely toxic elements.   Graphene Oxide will start resonating/vibrating when exposed/targeted with 5G 
radiation at 41.3Ghz (NB: this Ghz range is functional in Australia now).   So, it is chemical AND radiation poisoning 
that people are experiencing which is then AMPLIFIED by the Graphene oxide and 5G interaction – it basically turns 
people into ‘cell towers’.  This leads to a whole host of terrible symptoms including blood coagulation and the 
‘Corona Effect’ (ie. The ‘SPIKE PROTEIN EFFECT’ which occurs when the cell membranes deteriorate), hypoxia (ie. 
death by ‘suffocation’) and fluid overload leading to death.  Also, a dangerous parasite was found in Pfizer called 
Trypanosoma Cruzi Pfizer - of which several variants are lethal and can cause AIDS.  In addition to the Graphene 
Oxide the Astrazeneca and Pfizer also contain Poly-ethylene glycol (PEG – which is used in ‘anti-freeze’) and ethylene 
alcohol.  PEG & Ethylene alcohol are carcinogenic and genocytoxic.  Johnson and Johnson (Janssen) ALSO contains 
ALUMINIUM & STAINLESS STEEL (ie made from iron and nickel)….and this is why people are reporting ‘magnetism’ 
(ie. metal objects are ‘sticking’ to them).  With regard to the Moderna vaccine – it was also found to contain 
‘nanodots’ which localize magnetic or electrical fields. “The Pfizer, Moderna, Astrazeneca and Janssen drugs are NOT 
‘vaccines’ but complexed Graphene Oxide nano particulate aggregates of varying nano elements attached to 



genetically modified nucleic acids of mRNA from animal or vero cells and aborted human fetal cells…” and the 
ingredients include “highly magneticotoxic, cytotoxic and genotoxic to plant, insect, bird, animal and human cell 
membranes and their genetics which already has led to serious injuries (estimated at over 500 million) and/ or 
eventual death (estimated at over 35 million”.  And on top of all of this – masks make things even worse because 
they increase Carbon Dioxide poisoning (and reduce Oxygen) which ALSO leads to hypoxia and blood coagulation.  
When media and governments talk about the ‘next covid wave’ this ‘wave’ NOT being caused by a (so called) 
‘variant’ - it is ‘5G waves’ that will be switched on (and pulsed) which will interact with Graphene Oxide which leads 
to illness & fatality.   
  

VACCINE & DRUG DELIVERY CAN ALSO BE DONE VIA NASAL SWABS 
- https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/11/25/theragripper-gi-tract-medicine-delivery/  - and information from John Hopkins 
University  - https://www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2021/04/16/johns-hopkins-you-can-be-vaccinated-with-a-pcr-
test-without-knowing   AND   https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/11/25/theragripper-gi-tract-medicine-delivery/   AND  
https://principia-scientific.com/are-pcr-tests-secret-vaccines/ (scroll down to video) AND  https://principia-
scientific.com/are-pcr-tests-secret-vaccines/  (eg.  https://vet-advantage.com/vet_advantage/the-nose-knows-
intranasal-cattle-vaccines/ 
 
 
 
12.  IS THERE A BIGGER AGENDA UNDERWAY? 
 YES.  As ‘unbelievable’ as it may sound AND as ‘impossible’ as it is to believe there is now overwhelming 

evidence from all over the globe that there is a very sinister agenda rolling out right now – and it was pre-
planned decades ago.   This is CRITICAL INFORMATION THAT YOU NEED TO READ. 

 
 As is detailed in the links below:- we are being urgently warned that the agenda that is underway is far more 

dangerous and life altering than we could ever have imagined – a true turning point in the history of ‘humankind’.  
We are being told that this (so called) “pandemic” was created and pre-planned decades ago and it is just one 
small but critical step in an agenda to create a SINGLE GLOBAL DICTATORSHIP with COMPLETE CONTROL over 
humanity along with the DESTRUCTION OF ALL FREEDOMS.  The information highlights that whilst we may find 
this very hard or even impossible to believe, all we to need to do to ‘see’ the truth is to educate ourselves because 
the globalists/elites are making no secret of their intentions and millions of brave individuals are speaking out to 
bring us the truth.  The reality is that their agenda is now well underway and we are ALL – EACH AND EVERY ONE 
OF US - just a heartbeat away from losing all our freedoms, bodily autonomy and health forever.  And this tragic 
reality applies to both those WHO HAVE & WHO HAVE NOT BEEN VACCINATED –  WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.   

 
 As is detailed in the links, the globalists are achieving their agenda by:-  creating a (false) ‘pandemic’ which is the 

first step in ending ALL freedoms (ie. freedom of movement, speech, information, bodily autonomy, continuously 
creating and maximising (false) fear to ensure and enforce compliance (eg. via vaccines, vaccine passports and 
quarantine camps/prisons); planning to nullify ALL individual land ownership; forcing the end of ‘cash’ and 
creating ONLY digital currency so that they can gain complete control of our income and finances (eg.  via 
digital/AI ‘social credit’/behavioural systems); ensuring as much human division, hardship and pain as possible; 
radically reducing the global population by billions (via toxic poisoning from the injections, along with the 
suffering, distress and suicides caused by the ‘pandemic’ protocols such as lockdowns); destroying world 
economies and all financial systems thereby transferring all wealth to the elites; as well as owning and controlling 
ALL the world’s resources.  The frightening message being shared is that if they succeed then, just as is the case in 
many countries right now, we will ALL be surveilled and controlled physically, behaviourally, and financially 24/7.   
This SINGULAR GLOBAL DICTATORSHIP will ensure that we the citizens OWN AND CONTROL NOTHING – not even 
our BODIES or MINDS.   

 
- * WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM - Klaus Schwab (Founder and Chairman) advised back in 2016 that the intention is 
to microchip all human beings (in their brains) so they can be ‘merged’ with the digital world (ie. This is 
transhumanism/ bio-convergence).  Mark Zuckerberg (Owner of Facebook – worth tens of billions) is entirely on 
board:- https://odysee.com/@traductions.reinformation:50/klaus-schwab,-great-reset,-world:3 
 

- **Approved Microsoft Patent (Bill Gates) - W02020060606 (ie. ‘666’).  “Cryptocurrency System Using Body 
Activity Data”- https://odysee.com/@KILLUMINATI13420:9/microsoft-patent-w02020060606:0  ie. Biosensors in the 
human body will communicate directly with mobile/cloud and link directly with cryptocurrency payment system.  
The ultimate control system. 



- **  DIGITAL  ID-2020 & THE IMPLANTABLE BIOLUMINESCENT QUANTUM DOT CALLED ‘LUCIFERASE’ (CREATED BY 
BILL GATES) -   the agenda being rolled out right now is to have every human being inserted with a tracking 
‘certification’ mark (just like cattle):-  https://odysee.com/@Matthew24:e/bill-gates-quantum-dot-tatoo:4 

  

- **  Former Pfizer Employee Karen Kingston (Senior Pharmaceutical Analyst) confirms that the covid ‘injections are 
NOT vaccines, they are lethal bioweapons that contain highly poisonous graphene oxide – “it is the main ingredient 
in the hydrogel which is the liquid AI (artificial intelligence) template ….for CREATING AN INTERFACE BETWEEN 
HUMANS AND THE INTERNET”.  She goes on to confirm that there is a high risk that these injections cause 
SHEDDING (ie. the vaccinated can transmit to the UNVACCINATED):-  Here she is with Dr Kaufman (MD):-  
https://odysee.com/@bellabiancaneve:0/karen-kingston-and-dr.-andrew-kaufman-confirm-covid-injections-are-
poisonous-bioweapons:b  or here  https://odysee.com/@lancewdetrick:b/IA---Pfizer-Whistleblower-Confirms-Covid-
Injections-are-Poisonous-Bioweapons---Dr.-Andrew-Kaufman---Karen-Kingston:d and additional interview here 
https://odysee.com/@OffGridDesertFarmingwithPaulandAdrienne:9/DEADLY-SHOTS-Former-Pfizer-Employee-
Confirms-Poison-in-COVID-Vaccine---Karen-Kingston:4  or  https://www.bitchute.com/video/dnVgJZsbPqIg/    
(* Some more information on graphene oxide is detailed later in this document). 
 

- Dr Mike Yeadon (Former Vice President/Chief Scientific Advisor of Pfizer)  and Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich – 
explain that:- ‘the PCR test can’t tell you anything about infection - the fraudulent use of PCR test is creating this 
‘FALSE’ pandemic – which is actually a pre-planned PLANdemic.  Dr Yeadon details that from the false PCR cases, 
false fatality rates, ineffectiveness of masks, false notion of ‘asymptomatic’ transmission, extremely effective 
treatments being blocked, fraudulent ‘covid’ fatality rates, etc, etc, etc – this is all “laughingly stupid” – these LIES 
are just intended to spread FEAR. This agenda is an intentional ‘psychological operation’ which is being intentionally 
promoted by ALL countries, and sadly we’re falling for these lies.  There is clearly a global agenda underway - this is 
not a ‘pandemic’ it is a ‘PLANdemic’ and the foundation of this fraud starts with the PCR tests and we should stop all 
PCR testing immediately. There is very little risk from ‘covid’ - the deaths are from these ‘mass gene altering 
injections’ which are NOT safe or effective.  These injections have extremely dangerous mechanisms of action and 
contain extremely dangerous ingredients such as ‘hydrogel nanotechnology’ which circumvent/bypass our 
extraordinary immune systems making their contents EXTREMELY DANGEROUS .  And the deaths that we are NOW 
seeing are not from (so called) ‘covid variants’ but are from the covid INJECTIONS:-  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/SxyxWkttgZZw/ 
   

- Dr Reiner Fuellmich (Attorney) – SPEECH AT TRAFALGAR SQUARE (UK)– “THIS IS GENOCIDE”. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Kj9JIUxdvUuS/   AND  ‘The covid experimental gene injections are in violation of 
10 of the Nuremberg Codes (1937) - https://www.bitchute.com/video/ovVgg7lu3tRV/ 
 

- The plan is to ‘rule the world’ - https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/full/ 
 

-  Dr Andrew Kaufman (MD/Psychiatrist) – Covid Tyranny, loss of freedoms, the Totalitarianism Agenda and the 
current similarity with the NAZI REGIME - (start @ 19 mins) - https://odysee.com/@AlexJonesChannel:c/MUST-SEE-
-Dr.-Kaufman-Exposes-Covid-Tyranny!:8   AND  Dr Kaufman – WWII and what we’re experiencing now:- 
https://veritasradio.com/guests/2021/08aug/VS-210805-akaufman-youtube.php  (or for high speed option =  
https://odysee.com/@grabbler:b/VeritaS-kaufman:2) 
 

- ** Dr Carrie Madej (MD – Internal Medicine Director) – The War Has Begun – WAKE UP.  Doctors speaking out 
are being threatened.  Inaction is NOT an option:-  https://odysee.com/@sgtreport:7/Carrie_render:c  AND  
https://odysee.com/@Jadu200:7/Project-Camelot---DR.-CARRIE-MADEJ:a  
 

- ** Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich:- ‘This is a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY -  https://makeaustraliahealthyagain.org/  
AND  https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/WORLD-FAMOUS-LAWYER-DR-REINER-FUELLMICH.-CRIMES-AGAINST-
HUMANITY:3 
 

- ** WARNING from Dr David Martin re the Covid Vaccines - Explains how these jabs DO NOT MEET the 

criteria for a ‘vaccine’ - they are deadly toxic gene altering injections that contain a computer simulated pathogen (ie 
computer created pathogenic code) that was NEVER based on a (non-existent) virus called ‘SarsCov2’.  IT IS ALL A 
LIE.  BigPharma submitted patents for these ‘computer codes’ BEFORE the first (so called) ‘Covid-19’ patient even 
appeared – so this is absolute evidence that this was all fabricated and pre-planned and that there is NO SarsCov2 
virus.  They needed to create the ‘illusion’ of a virus in order to get everyone injected.  He explains that the injections 
are deadly BIOWEAPONS that are highly toxic and cause pathogenic priming (amongst other things) which causes 
severe illness and death because it turns the human body into a Pathogen making machine. Dr Martin states that:- 
this is NOT about a virus and in fact the focus by the MEDIA on where the virus has come from  is a very 
intentional “misdirect”.   THE GOAL IS TO GET EVERY SINGLE CITZEN -GLOBALLY - INJECTED WITH THIS 



BIOWEAPON.    https://odysee.com/@NeilT:f/Dr-Martain-and-Stew:1   and    https://odysee.com/@FTC-NL:0/David-
Martin--It%E2%80%99s-Gene-Therapy:c? AND  https://odysee.com/@TruthWillOut:8/Dr-David-Martin---It's-Gene-
Therapy,-NOT-a-Vaccine:8   AND Dr Martin with attorney Reiner Fuellmich:-  https://odysee.com/@vaccines-covid-
nwo:3/JgxEMA02opvp:6 
 

- *THE GREAT RESET ie. “YOU WILL OWN NOTHING AND YOU WILL BE HAPPY” –  
https://odysee.com/@enlightenedones!:1/The-Great-Reset-is-Here!:b   AND Investigative Journalist James Corbett: 
- https://www.corbettreport.com/greatreset/   AND  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60MzTlrOCXQ  
 

- *AGENDA 21:- the plan is for the elite to OWN and (behaviourally) CONTROL citizens as well as control ALL of the 
worlds resources (food, water, air, minerals EVERYTHING).  https://odysee.com/@wayne.patton11:d/Some-people-
are-completely-unaware-of-this-action-plan:8   AND  https://odysee.com/@TruthWillOut:8/DEPOPULATION-
AGENDA-Agenda-21---Agenda-30-5838339671001:2  
 

- *EVENT 201 – ie. the ‘Covid’ pandemic SIMULATION in August 2021 – clear evidence of the pre-planning):- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zv9J0fKlhA0   
 

- Lockstep Scenario:- ie. Rockerfeller Foundation’s 2010 Viral outbreak SIMULATION planning.  Dutch Leader  
(Thierry Baudet) exposes Rockerfeller Foundation And Globalist Scheme (ie. ‘Lockstep Scenario – 
2010)        https://banned.video/watch?id=60bd9f82a16a826dcebf7905    AND   Summary of the Lockstep Scenario 
and link to the full document:- https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/2010-rockefeller-lock-step-document-
coming-to-life-right-now-time-to-wake-up 
-***THE DEPOPULATION AGENDA IS UNDERWAY  - https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/VPKGfIVjS79f:5 
 

- PLANDEMIC:- https://odysee.com/@BannedYouTubeVideos:4/PLANDEMIC-II-INDOCTORNATION-FULL:e.    
 

- SWINE FLU HOAX:  This same agenda was also previously (but unsuccessfully attempted) in 1976 - 
https://odysee.com/@ImportantVideos:1/CBS-60-Minutes,-Swine-Flu-Vaccine-Fallout-of-1976:cbut  and then again 
in 2009 -  https://odysee.com/@ThinkingWithReason:3/trim.4D4896F3-1974-4C8B-8472-FF105A935844:f - but they 
failed because people ‘WOKE UP’.  But now they have ‘upped their game’.   
-   Dr Coleman (MD) – The Plan to kill 7 billion:-  https://brandnewtube.com/watch/why-and-how-they-plan-to-kill-
seven-billion_loR7dirywg1993R.html 
- * Dr Vandana Shiva:-  we can easily feed the world if we nurture the environment…but Bill Gates is destroying the 
land (whilst simultaneously buying it) – he will own everything:-   https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-
jr-interviews-vandana-shiva-gates-empire/   
-   Dr Pierre Gilbert (1995) – https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/CONTROLLING-PEOPLE-THROUGH-INJECTIONS-
1995:1   Is this warning from 1995 now coming true?  You decide.  WHAT WE KNOW:- the ‘experimental injections’ 
are on well on their way to becoming mandatory world-wide; the vaccine ‘vial’ contents have now been assessed 
and reportedly contain (amongst other things) graphene oxide which acts as a ‘super conductor’ of 
frequency/radiation (refer to section below);  there are tens of thousands of 5G satellites in the sky (and towers on 
the ground) emitting powerful electromagnetic frequency/radiation – and a huge rollout occurred in October 2019 
in China (https://fortune.com/2019/10/31/china-5g-rollout-spectrum/); AND there are already bio-compatible 
transistors (ie. biosensors) the size of a virus - https://www.harvardmagazine.com/2011/01/virus-sized-transistors 
AND  https://profusa.com/injectable-body-sensors-take-personal-chemistry-to-a-cell-phone-closer-to-reality/ 
 

- Attorney Reiner Fuellmich & Dr Bryan Ardis explain how:- this ‘pandemic’ is actually about depopulation via 
intentional sterilisation and medical genocide.  He highlights the intentional (early) use of inappropriate ‘covid’ 
treatments that caused huge harm (eg Remdesivir and ventilators); how hospitals were paid ‘incentives’ if patients 
tested positive using the fraudulent PCR test; and the chronic under reporting of vaccine deaths and injuries.  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jv3GSOcoIGCP/ 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/catherine-austin-fitts-ames-corbett-cash-friday-big-banks-plan-
digitize-global-economy/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=92e5fbcf-66c0-4d44-8855-
e01f38f0f8c4 
 

- American Billionaires make another TRILLION DOLLARS since beginning of pandemic:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/american-billionaires-another-1-trillion-since-pandemic/  and  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-33-billion-covid-vaccine-revenues-boosters-
kids/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=11f613ab-5eca-420b-b155-d62a198d741a 
 

- 10 FEDERAL AGENCIES PLAN TO EXPLAND FACIAL RECOGNITION AND SURVEILLANCE - 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/federal-agencies-plan-expand-reliance-facial-recognition-
surveillance/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=d97237de-241f-4593-a2c9-0c36197c3471 
 



- “Planned surveillance and Control by Global Technocrats:  A big-picture look at the current pandemic 
beneficiaries” (International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research - peer reviewed).  This highlights the 
major gains in wealth by bigtech/bigpharma/Gates/Zucherberg etc, and states that with regard to surveillance, 
injectable biosensors and access to money:- … ”with the help of digital surveillance and a social credit system, the 
central-bank-controlled “credit” could easily be “adjusted or turned off on an individual 
basis”.   https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pandemic-beneficiaries-technocrats/   
 

- Important Presentation by Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich (German/USA Attorney) explaining the current situation 
and international legal actions.  He is working collaboratively with Attorney Robert Kennedy and his legal team in the 
USA (Childrenshealthdefense.org and with ICAN), as well as with legal teams in Canada, Italy, 
etc.  https://odysee.com/@devrijeomroep:6/Fuellmich-1080p:4?  Dr Fuellmich is now freely sharing his information 
to all lawyers internationally who need help in preparing their legal cases/arguments which reveals how deeply, 
deeply concerned lawyers from all over the world are.  (FYI:  2nd presentation at Berlin protest is at the very end of 
this video).  His other websites are:- Investigative Corona Commission Germany - https://corona-
ausschuss.de/en  and  https://www.fuellmich.com/. 
 
 
 

 
13.  Are the earth’s resources (ie. land, food, water and air) in jeopardy?  Is this relevant to the current crisis?  
YES.  The globalists now have substantial control over all the earth’s resources including our land, food (including 
‘seeds’), water and air.   THIS IS CRITICAL TO THEIR AGENDA AS IT ALLOWS THEM TO COMPLETELY CONTROL US.      

As is explained in the links below:-  the elites have intentionally caused (and continue to cause) complete 
DESTRUCTION OF HUMAN HEALTH (from chronic poisoning, toxicity and genetic manipulation), and THE 
DECIMATION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT (including pollution and heavy use of pesticides requiring destructive carbon 
emitting farming practices and toxic geoengineering), as well as the collapse of world economies.  Things are 
absolutely not as they seem – we have been completely deceived.  And after CAUSING this ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESTRUCTION they then claim to be philanthropic contributors to the CLEAN UP of that destruction….that they 
CAUSED.  This is the classic PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION PARADIGM – and they have been utilising this 
strategy for decades now to achieve their goals.  At every turn they have misdirected and distracted us from 
realising the TRUE CAUSES of the destruction of this planet and its citizens.  They are ACTIVELY working against all 
attempts to improve human health and the health of this planet because the goal is to gain compete control and 
achieve the ‘GREAT RESET AGENDA’ no matter the catastrophe and collateral damage caused. Their intention is 
for us to own NOTHING (not land, food, water or air) and to make us entirely dependent upon on a social welfare 
payment – which makes us COMPLETELY CONTROLLABLE.   As highlighted in the links, the REAL TRUTH (that they 
do not want us to realise) is that if it were not for their duplicity and need for total power - we the citizens COULD  
ABSOLUTELY REPAIR AND CARE FOR THIS PLANET AND ALL ITS INHABITANTS.   But, in order to ‘solve’ this crisis we 
must first understand the SOURCE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM and in doing so we can heal the earth and 
ourselves and become the ‘stewards and caretakers’ of this planet (and each other) that we were meant to be. 
 

 - BILL GATES WILL OWN EVERYTHING - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-interviews-vandana-
shiva-gates-empire/  AND   Bill Gates is the largest owner of farmland in the USA - 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-neo-feudalism-farmer-bill/  AND 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vandana-shiva-bill-gates-net-zero-big-tech/ 

 

 - The ‘Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa’ (AGRA) funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates foundation has 
unequivocally WORSENED HUNGER considerably, so much so that Africans are crying out for the AGRA program to 
END IMMEDIATELY.  “AGRA’s main focus is transitioning farmers AWAY from traditional seeds and crops to commercial seeds, 
synthetic fertilizer and other inputs to grow commodity crops for the global market” – all of which depletes the land and farmer’s 
income – but makes enormous profits for BigAgriculture, particularly Bill Gates.  Those speaking out against the Gates/AGRA say 
“No,no,no.  We are here to state clearly and categorically that the Alliance for a Green Rivolution in Africa does not speak for 
Africans” and the UN Summit has been “Captured by corporations and donors…”   
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/gates-foundation-stop-funding-failed-green-ag-
revolution/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=cacc2aea-c217-47d5-9690-c74c60dd8146  

 

-TOXIC CHEMTRAILS (geoengineering) ie. highly toxic heavy metals and poisons being sprayed in our skies are 
poisoning us and this planet – this is the real ‘CLIMATE CHANGE’:-    
https://odysee.com/@MAVERICKTRUTHTV:8/Geoengineering-Watch-Our-First-Ever-High-Altitude-Atmospheric-
Testing:9  and  https://www.bitchute.com/video/FePDxrKFHAhX/ 
 



- Climatologist exposes toxic chemtrails, cloud seeding (with iodide crystals) and weather warfare:- 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/chemtrails-cloud-seeding-and-weather-warfare-part-iii/.   
 

- Evidence of Geoengineering - jets spraying our skies with toxic chemicals 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-jets/ 
 

- The intentional DIMMING of our sky- https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/the-dimming-full-length-climate-
engineering-documentary/  AND    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf78rEAJvhY&list=PLwfFtDFZDpwutYOt4Ds-
626kTMX3gDcuD&index=1 
- Climate engineering - intentionally Geoengineering wildfires AND  chemically nucleated ‘snow’ events:- 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/engineering-wildfires/  AND  
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/engineering-winter/ 
-Chemtrails are the real Climate Change -  https://odysee.com/@ThinkAboutIt:3/Chemtrails-Are-The-Real-Climate-
Change:5 
- HAARP (The High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program) - 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/haarp-2/ 

- Toxic fluoride and other dangerous chemicals in our water is poisoning us and this planet:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=fluoride 
- Toxic glyphosate and pesticides on our food crops and land is poisoning us and this planet:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=glyphosate   AND  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/epa-buried-
nternal-report-monsanto-glyphosate-non-hodgkin-   
lymphoma/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=10a678ed-9e29-415f-a4ee-34bff075f11b   AND  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bayer-roundup-cancer-trial-appeal-rules-plaintiffs-alva-alberta-
pilliod/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b1bfd82b-fca3-4caf-86af-a8ea58bd5e41 
 

-Toxic pollution from big business is poisoning us and this planet:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/?s=pollution 
 

-BigAgriculture is killing our soil:- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-podcast-the-need-to-grow-
filmmaker-rob-herring-regenerative-farming/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b1bfd82b-fca3-
4caf-86af-a8ea58bd5e41  AND BigAg is killing us:-  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/industrial-ag-
planetary-human-health-emergency/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b9c58919-7250-421e-
adc0-a9558712bf95 
 

-We could feed the world if BigAg/BigCorporate wasn’t intentionally stopping us:- 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/industrial-ag-planetary-human-health-
emergency/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=fd648cde-52b5-4a0d-b910-c7dca0e40f86 
 

- LINK BETWEEN CHEMICALS AND CHRONIC DISEASE - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/silent-winter-
joanna-malaczynski-moore-chemicals-chronic-
disease/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=d97237de-241f-4593-a2c9-0c36197c3471 
 
 
14.  COVID ‘QUARANTINE’ CAMPS – GLOBAL CONCERN.     
These enormous ‘camps’ are being built in huge numbers globally.  Given that PCR tests can be made to generate 
false positives at whim (aka ‘CASES’) simply by running high amplification cycles, then none of us are safe.  MANY 
ARE WARNING that these ‘quarantine camps’ are actually INTERNMENT/ PRISON CAMPS.   
 
- https://odysee.com/@januszkowalskii1979:e/The-Truth-about-Quarantine-Prison---Know-Your-Rights!-
It%E2%80%99s-Unlawful-and-Inhumane:7?   
- https://odysee.com/@WEGOTAPROBLEM:f/heathrow-quarantine-hotels-are-like:a   
- https://odysee.com/@SkyDomeAtlantis:4/trim.386893AF-756E-4C95-86F2-0AB88A31D58B:d   
- https://brandnewtube.com/watch/uk-a-peak-at-the-concentration-camp-being-built-right-now-wellingborough-
prison_rmuOvELXcpONvna.html     
 

-  A Canadian Senator asks the hard questions….but there are NO answers.  There are NO limits as to who 
can/can’t be ‘put in’ or ‘kept in’ quarantine/isolation camps – this is extremely alarming….and the same is true in 
Australia:-    https://odysee.com/@OffGridDesertFarmingwithPaulandAdrienne:9/WHY-IS-CANADA-SETTING-UP-
DETENTION-CAMPS___:e 
 

 -Dr Sam Bailey interviews a woman who had been quarantened for 22 days for refusing the PCR test – she was 
guarded by military and shares that it was just like a prison:-  - https://odysee.com/@CosmicEvent:5/UK-Prison-



TownMega-Prison-UPDATE-More-approved--Prison-towns-built-next-to-
crematoriums:ahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8ocDKEFsUY 
-  They attempted this before with H1N1.   https://odysee.com/@Jay:46/Covid-Camps----:9  
 

- Countries around the world are looking at Australia in HUGE alarm:-  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Ugn3dZBrsPE5/ 
 
 

 
15.  IS THERE PSYCHOLOGICAL MANIPULATION UNDERWAY?    A SUMMARY OF WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR…    
As is detailed in the links below humanity is being psychologically manipulated via relentless FEAR mongering, 
misinformation and extreme censorship.  And this isn’t the first time….we must all remember the horrors of 
history so that we can ensure that those atrocities NEVER HAPPEN AGAIN.  All it takes is FEAR to turn beautiful 
human beings into monsters.  In order to ‘lessen our fear’ It is critical that we ALL become informed and remind 
ourselves of what we DO KNOW – rather than what we don’t.   
 
 

As is detailed in the links below and throughout this document, we are yet again at a turning point in history that 
in many ways tragically mirrors (and surpasses) the dreadful events that led to the atrocities of the past – 
particularly WWII.  We are being bombarded with relentless fear mongering and misinformation that has the 
specific goal of causing confusion, distress and division.  We are being manipulated, coerced and forced into 
succumbing to extremely dangerous experimental treatments that, as the information herein explains, have 
absolutely no foundation in fact.  Sadly, many have fallen for the lies and trickery.  However, the most important 
step in overcoming psychological manipulation is to become INFORMED and AWARE of the strategies and rhetoric 
being implemented, and in doing so the manipulation loses all its power.  And we must always remember- WE DO 
HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THE TIDE.  So before we take a closer look at the rhetoric that we’re being 
bombarded with and whether or not it is valid/correct, it’s important to separate fact from fiction. 
 
SUMMARY OF WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR:-    
 

• Thousands of doctors, virologists, scientists, immunologists, researchers, attorneys, investigative journalists 
(etc, etc, etc) are risking everything to speak out and URGENTLY WARN us about what is currently occurring. 

• Many of these brave professionals speaking out are of the strong opinion that there is NO evidence that 
SarsCov2 or its variants have EVER been isolated and proven to CAUSE illness (ie.  they have never been 
proven to exist).  Multiple Freedom of Information (FOI) requests to health agencies all over the world have 
resulted in them advising that NO DOCUMENTS OR EVIDENCE EXISTS to confirm the existence of SarsCov2 or 
its variants.   What has been evidenced (however) is that ‘SarsCov2’ (and its variants) are ‘computer created 
code’ that do not exist in real life.  Similarly, the images that we see on TV of (the supposed) SarsCov2 are 
purely computer created (ie. made-up) graphics. 

• When it is said that SarsCov2 (or its variants) have never been proven to exist and to CAUSE illness this is NOT 
SUGGESTING that there isn’t ILLNESS OCCURING – there is.  What it does mean, however, is that the illness (ie. 
symptomology) being seen (which has been given the name ‘Covid-19’) has not been proven to be CAUSED by 
‘SarsCov2’ or its variants or indeed ANY virus.  This is very critical information as it is the ‘foundation’ of all the 
trauma and tragedy we are currently experiencing.   

• For various reasons, not all the professionals speaking out agree that SarsCov2 (or its variants) haven’t been 
isolated.  This difference of opinion on this one issue explains why there is, in turn, some differences of 
opinion in the information that these different professionals provide.  However, their difference of opinion on 
this one matter DOES NOT  in any way negate the OVERWHELMING CONSENSUS these professionals DO share 
with regard to the critical factors pertaining to this crisis….and therefore it in no way prevents someone from 
being able to make a VERY INFORMED CHOICE as to whether they do or don’t want to get injected.   
 

THE FACTORS WHICH ALL THESE PROFESSIONALS AGREE UPON INCLUDE:-  
 

• We are being urgently WARNED about the bigger AGENDA that is currently underway.  

• There is a SERIOUS transfer of wealth occurring whereby the Globalists are making trillions from this crisis. 

• Big Pharma/Big Corporate (ie. the globalists) own and control (ie. have captured and corrupted) Governments, 
International Regulatory Agencies, the MEDIA (etc) and this is because they are their primary 
donors/sponsors/funding bodies.  This explains why we are experiencing never before seen levels of 
propaganda, manipulation, deception, censorship and fraud and therefore the information coming from any 
of these sources is no longer honest or trustworthy. 



• Millions of deeply alarmed citizens are protesting GLOBALLY in an effort to save OUR FREEDOMS.   

• By (falsely) creating MAXIMUM FEAR, the globalists (by way of the media and governments) can ‘control’ the 
vast majority of citizens and coerce, manipulate and force them to do anything they want. 

• Extremely effective, safe, affordable and PROVEN ‘covid’ treatments were and are being intentionally blocked 
for sinister reasons.  The blocking of these treatments coupled with the ‘intentional’ use of ineffective 
treatments (eg ventilators) and drugs (eg Remdesivir) have killed a tragic number of innocent citizens whose 
deaths were PREVENTABLE. 

• BigPharma (the globalists) HAD to discredit, malign and ‘falsify’ studies in order to (falsely) prove that there 
were no effective treatments available - this was the ONLY WAY that they could get their vaccines approved.   

• It is now very clear that PCR tests are completely ineffective – they CANNOT detect or diagnose 
infection/illness and they were NEVER designed to do so.  In addition, they are being used fraudulently as they 
can create ‘false positives’ at whim depending on the number of amplification cycles performed during 
analysis.  The extremely high number of amplification cycles being recommended by regulatory agencies and 
governments around the world will guarantee a false positive when ‘needed’.   

• The PCR test is the (false) driver of the ‘pandemic’ which is why it has now been called a PCR-PANDEMIC.  That 
is, without the fraudulent PCR test there would be no foundation for ANY of the measures we are currently 
experiencing.  Doctors and scientists are loudly warning against the PCR test and some High Courts have 
confirmed that the PCR test is completely ineffective and unreliable - but shockingly this is all being largely 
ignored such that the PCR test is still being used globally. 

• A (covid) ‘CASE’ (from a PCR test) is completely meaningless – it tells us nothing about illness and infection – 
this is why a goat, a papaya and a glass of coke all showed positive PCR tests.  However, PCR tests are an 
excellent way for governments to be able to force lockdowns and other mandates and to keep everyone in 
(false) fear.  Without an abundance of FEAR the globalists could not achieve their agenda. 

• The World Health Organisation (ie.  WHO) very intentionally changed the definition of a pandemic such that a 
‘common cold’ now qualifies.  This is because the globalists ‘needed’ a (so called) pandemic in order to get 
their vaccines (and lockdowns etc) approved and enforced.  This was how the illusion of a ‘pandemic’ was so 
rapidly created and its purpose was to speedily instil ‘false fear’ into the minds of citizens globally.  The media 
intentionally portrayed misleading images and narratives in order to solidify their false narrative. 

• The lockdown and isolation measures being implemented are destroying societies, causing untold deaths, 
mental health tragedies and suicides, are badly damaging children, are destroying small business and 
bankrupting economies.   And this is part of the agenda – their goal is to have as many citizens ‘injected’ as 
possible and to ensure that we become ‘welfare dependant’ because then they can be completely controlled.  
(ie. citizens must do what they are told to do if they want to receive their welfare payment). 

• There is a frightening level of corruption, propaganda, psychological manipulation and totalitarianism 
underway which is INTENTIONALLY encouraging persecution and division amongst loved ones, neighbours and 
fellow citizens.  DIVIDE AND CONQUER is a critical part of their strategy. 

• We are now losing (and in many instances have already lost) basic democratic principles including freedom of 
speech, information, assembly, employment, bodily autonomy, etc. These are the alarming hallmarks of 
shifting from a democracy to a DICTATORSHIP. 

• Professionals from all around the world are confirming that the symptoms/illness that has been observed (ie. 
called ‘covid’) mirrors the severity of a typical seasonal ‘flu’, and the mortality rates were grossly over-
estimated and manipulated.  Total mortality rates remained constant – but deaths were intentionally and 
falsely ‘reclassified’ as ‘covid deaths’ – this is how the illusion was created.  However, death and injury rates 
ARE NOW rapidly and dramatically increasing since the commencement of the ‘covid vaccines’.  Shockingly, 
many of these deaths are now falsely being attributed to being ‘covid’ or ‘variant’ deaths – rather than being 
‘vaccine’ deaths.   

• Vaccines normally take 10-14 years of testing before being approved – the covid vaccines took 2 months (if 
that). 

• Health care ‘whistleblowers’ (ie doctors and nurses) are confirming that hospitals GLOBALLY are filled with 
‘vaccinated’ individuals (NOT the Unvaccinated).  However, media and governments are falsely advising the 
opposite. 

• It is now UNDENIABLE that these are NOT vaccines – they are EXPERIMENTAL GENE ALTERING INJECTIONS that 
have NEVER been tested or used on the human race before.  

• The ‘true’ efficacy of the covid vaccines has now been confirmed as being only 0-2% EFFECTIVE (ie. virtually 
ZERO) and there was ZERO SAFETY DATA. In addition, these injections do NOT stop infection or transmission.  



This means that it is completely FALSE to say that the vaccines are ‘safe and effective’. They are UNSAFE and 
INEFFECTIVE and therefore the benefits absolutely DO NOT outweigh the risks.   

• The covid injections are killing and injuring people of all ages in the multi-millions globally.  And even worse, 
the adverse event reporting systems (ie. to record the number of covid injection death and injury rates) only 
capture between 1-10% of the true death and injury figures AND many countries don’t even have any data 
collection systems - so the TRUE death and injury rates from the covid injections are truly unfathomable.    

• Nobody has all the answers and indeed the globalists and powers that be are making it extremely difficult for 
us to get to the truth – but what these (truth sharing) professionals DO KNOW FOR SURE is that the ‘covid 
injections’ are absolutely NOT the solution, they never can be the solution and they were never designed to 
be the solution.  We now know that in addition to the extremely harmful mRNA gene altering technology in 
the injections, they also contain MANY UNDISCLOSED INGREDIENTS that are unbelievably toxic and harmful to 
the human body.  These ingredients are clearly linked to the globalist ‘transhumanism’ agenda. 

• The professionals speaking out are warning that we are only just beginning to see the true carnage from these 
injections.  They are confirming that the Injections are BIOWEAPONS that were designed to rapidly cause 
HARM and to ALTER the human body/genome and the human race. (ie. a shift from Human 1.0 to 2.0). 

• The professionals are warning that the increase in deaths and injuries we are now seeing is largely due to the 
‘waves of 5G radiation being ‘switched on’.  The graphene oxide that is present in ALL the covid injections 
turns the human body into a ‘super-conductor/antenna/cell tower’ causing unspeakable damage and pain.   

• The push for vaccine passports makes absolutely no sense, particularly given that the ‘injections’ are 
completely ineffective and do not stop infection OR transmission.  The vaccine passports were a very 
‘intentional’ FIRST STEP toward a dangerous and complete loss of freedom which is rolling out rapidly.  

• There is serious alarm being raised with regards to the enormous ‘quarantine’ camps that are being built all 
over the world.  For those who have experienced this nightmare before, they liken them to ‘prison camps’.  At 
this time, no limits (or criteria) have been established to define who can/can’t be forcibly held there.   

• WARNINGS are being heard from all over the globe – this GLOABALIST AGENDA is worse than ALL THE WORLD 
WARS COMBINED and could mark the end of humanity as we know it.  As difficult as it is to believe, the goal 
of the globalists is to bring about rapid depopulation and establish complete global control (ie. Dictatorship) 
of all governments, nations and citizens.  More specifically, the human race will be manipulated 24/7 by 
‘behavioural control systems’ via the merging of ‘Human” with ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (otherwise known as 
transhumanism and bio-convergence) - and they make no attempt to hide this truth.  Ultimately, they want to 
own the earth, our bodies and our minds. 

• THE HUMAN RACE ABSOLUTELY HAS THE POWER TO TURN THIS AROUND!!!  IF WE WAKE UP (AND HELP 
OTHERS TO DO THE SAME) THEN ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.  THE STRENGH OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT 
(ESPECIALLY THE AUSSIE SPIRIT!) IS TRULY UNIMAGINABLE & LIMITLESS– WE JUST NEED TO TAP INTO THAT 
STRENGTH AND HAVE FAITH THAT IF WE COME TOGETHER IN UNITY THEN WE CAN TURN THE TIDE! 

 
So now that we have the aforementioned information, we can look at some of the typical comments and language 
(detailed below) that we’ve all been hearing non-stop on the news and from government.  However, hopefully we 
now have the ‘bigger picture view’ that will help us to recognise WHEN and HOW we are being intentionally 
manipulated and ‘toyed’ with.  We will now be able to recognise the inherent lies, coercion, guilt tripping and 
manipulative strategies being deployed by the globalist in order to play on people’s fears - as well as their 
kindness.   Typical comments we hear on the media and from governments include:-  
 
Some typical (false) comments:- 
 

• The ‘vaccines’ are safe and effective   (False) 

• PCR tests can detect infection and illness   (False) 

• We need to be very frightened of ‘positive’ PCR tests and ‘case’ numbers because they reflect 

‘infections/illness’ (ie ‘covid)   (False) 

• Dying ‘WITH’ covid (ie. a positive PCR test) is the same as dying ‘FROM’ covid  (False) 

• Covid is the worst pandemic we’ve ever seen – much worse than the flu  (false) 

• There are NO highly effective, safe, affordable, proven treatments for ‘covid’  (false) 

• We have to go into lockdown and get vaccinated because of the ‘case’ numbers   (False) 

• PCR test ‘case’ numbers are increasing because of Covid-19 (or one of its variants)   (False) 

• The benefits (of getting the ‘vaccine’) outweighs the risks   (False) 



• The only way to be ‘safe’ is to get vaccinated    (False) 

• You’re a selfish ‘anti-vaxxer’ if you don’t get vaccinated   (False) 

• You’re an ‘anti-vaxxer’ if you’re vaccine-hesitant (ie. have concerns about the vaccines)   (False) 

• You’re an ‘anti-vaxxer’ if you’re concerned about the high vaccine death and injury rates   (False) 

• You’re an ‘anti-vaxxer’ if you don’t just TRUST what the media and government tell you   (False) 

• You’re putting the lives of others at risk if you don’t get vaccinated   (False) 

• The unvaccinated are putting the lives of the vaccinated at risk (False) 

• You’re a hero if you get vaccinated - take one for the team!  (False) 

• If you love your family, your children, friends and your community then you must get vaccinated    (False) 

• We all have an obligation to get vaccinated for the wellbeing of the country (False) 

• Blame the ‘unvaccinated’ for the lockdowns – it’s all their fault  (False) 

• Blame the ‘unvaccinated’ for the all the illness and deaths  (False) 

• The unvaccinated deserve to be persecuted, attacked and deprived of basic human rights (False) 

• Protestors and freedom fighters are selfish thugs  (False) 

• The ONLY way to get back to normal is if we get vaccinated  (False) 

• It’s a medal of honor if you get injured from the vaccines  (False) 

• The majority of those being hospitalised are the unvaccinated  (False) 

 
 

- Media Manipulation and Corruption - https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/media  (and there are many other 
videos and more information available on this website). 
 

- Australian Psychologist Ros Cook:-  discusses how fear ‘dims’ our critical thinking and how important it is for us 
to all be opening our minds to new information and potential paradigm shifts.  - https://rumble.com/vlq0js-
australian-psych-perspective.html.    NB: Ivory Hecker, the journalist/reporter who was included in this video has 
now been FIRED by her employer ‘FOX News….and Dr Carolyn Becker (Australian MD) who also appears in this 
video shares how she’s being heavily censored by APRAH (which is the Australian regulatory agency for ALL health 
care professionals) - https://odysee.com/@BlackLabMedia:8/Ozzie-Dr-admits-to-mass-censorship:c 
 

- Dr Sam Bailey explains the BigPharma & WWII connection and how it relates to what we’re seeing now -  
https://odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/safe-and-effective,-then-and-now:6  
 

- MASS PSYCHOSIS:- is triggered by the intentional periodic sewing of fear and lies, control of all media 
technologies, propaganda, isolation – all of which easily occurs under pathological totalitarianism by the ruling 
elite (which we are currently under).  Solution = spreading truth & creating PARALLE STRUCTURES 
https://odysee.com/@True.Earth.Archive:d/MASSPSYCHOSIS:5- “The “vaccinated” public are actively encouraged 
and manipulated both by media and government officials into literally despising and wishing death upon the 
unvaccinated, and this is indeed a very dangerous thing. It breeds mob mentality devoid of reason and logic, 
which can have tragic consequences”. 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-countermeasures-forced-vaccination-passports-segregated-
society/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=506a1201-63f0-44e8-9a95-04c071c93eb3     AND  
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/san-francisco-chronicle-editorial-board-make-covid-vaccination-price-
of-admission/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=506a1201-63f0-44e8-9a95-04c071c93eb3 
 

- Professor Mattias Desmet:- WE ARE WITNESSING A MASS HYPNOSIS - which is particularly driven by the MEDIA 
(and social isolation & anxiety/discontent) – just as it was in WWII.  Professor Mattias Desmet - Clinical 
Psychologist (University of Ghent, Brussells and Masters of Statistics) – the Psychology of Totalitarianism:-  
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/p5r89x/professor_of_clinical_psychology_from_ghent/ 
 
 

- In the wake of vaccine failure and injury - health officials and media falsely BLAMING the unvaccinated and 
making them the ‘scape goats’ :- https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/health-officials-mainstream-media-
coercion-unvaccinated/     
 

- The Persecution of the Unvaccinated has begun - https://www.bitchute.com/video/Oaoyt9utM5yY/ AND the Vaccinated  
are being encouraged by Media and Governments to BLAME & SHUN THE UNVACCINATED –  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dZf6y0dQSvbI/   AND  https://odysee.com/@SocialistRepublicOfVictoria:3/daniel-
andrews-describes-his-policy-to:6 
 



- How can people wake up?  AND Dr Anne McCloskey (MD) interview - children are being damaged. 
https://odysee.com/@ComputingForever:9/From-Vaccinated-to-Unvaccinated-How-People-Can-Wake-Up-
Broadband-High:a 
 

 

 

16.  LAWYERS, LEGAL ACTIONS AND ACTIVISM  
 

LAWYERS ARE WORKING HARD ON OUR BEHALF in an effort to retain our freedoms and human rights.  As is 
detailed in the links, we are being warned that ‘crimes against humanity’ are occurring all over the globe.  We are 
so fortunate that these lawyers and activists are defending our freedoms.  PLEASE CONSIDER SUPPORTING THEM 
IF YOU CAN.       (NB: The activism and legal actions detailed here are NOT exhaustive. 
 
 
LAWYERS & LEGAL ACTIONS 
 
 

-  Barrister Raymond Broomhall - Contact =  rjbroomhall@hotmail.com – he has significant experience in the 5G 
space having had 5G towers successfully removed - https://www.wesaynoto5ginaustralia.com/raymond-
broomhall-action 
 

- Solicitor Tony Nikolic (AFL Solicitors) - https://aflsolicitors.com.au/    ** 1.9.21 - Supreme Court legal action 

has been filed against Brad Hazzard and Dr Kerry Chant for exceeding their delegated powers.   

https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/afl/     AND  https://rumble.com/vlc7hw-aussie-lawyers-say...hold-
the-line.html   
 

- Solicitor Jonathon Andrews has filed  “…legal action against Chief Health Office Brett Sutton in the Victoria State 
Government's suspension of constitutional civil liberties, based on the discredited 'Drosten RT-PCR for novel 
Coronavirus 2019' testing standards for recording SARS CoV-2 transmission and infectivity rates, during the 
COVID-19 crisis.”  Interview with Solicitor here:-  https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/sutton-served/  
and to donate/support go to http://covidvictoria.com.au/ 
- Legal Action being prepared (re forced vaccinations) by Maatouks Law Group (NSW) -     
https://www.mycause.com.au/p/260555/nsw-class-action-maatouks-law-group 
- Religious leaders have filed lawsuit against state governments to restore freedom:- 
https://caldronpool.com/breaking-religious-leaders-file-huge-lawsuit-against-state-governments-to-restore-
freedoms/ 
- Solicitor Nathan Buckley (G&B Lawyers) - http://gandblawyers.com.au/nathan-buckley/4594170632    
 

- Advocate Me Lawyers:  – CLASS ACTION:- https://www.advocateme.com.au/covid-class-action  
 

- Make Australia Healthy again – Preparing large CLASS ACTION (with approx. 28,000 co-joiners) ‘for Treason, False 
Emergency and Loss of Constitutional Rights.  in the Federal Court of Australia.  Attorney = Suabe Nayel,.  
https://makeaustraliahealthyagain.org/     
- People for Vaccine Choice - https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/ (and their legal team:-
  https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/team) 
- Human Rights Advocates Australia - https://humanrightsadvocates.com.au/ 
 

- Concerned Lawyers Network:-  https://concernedlawyersnetwork.net/   
 

- Legal Professor Rocco Lociacono -  https://www.spectator.com.au/author/rocco-loiacono/  and  here with Lawyer 
Tony Nikolic and USA/German Attorney Reiner Fuellmich  https://odysee.com/@Corona-Ausschuss:3/Tony-Nikolic---
Loiacono---Foster---Sitzung-64-Medienkritik-war-gestern:a 
- The Ezekiel Declaration – 1207 Church Leaders and 8090 members have signed and are speaking out against 
VACCINE PASSPORTS.  https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/the-ezekiel-declaration/ 
 
MP’s, Police, Teachers and Others are speaking out 
 

-  Australian MP’s  George Christensen and Malcolm Roberts speaking out: - 
https://odysee.com/@HarrisonBergeron:9/OzParliamentForFreedom:9)     
- Craig Kelly (MP ) attempted to submit a Bill to PREVENT VACCINE PASSPORTS BUT IT WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL– 
https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/craig-kellys-bill/    AND  
https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/covid-passport-vote/   AND   The world is looking at us in shock 
and sympathy.  Australians should be very alarmed….both liberal and labour want vaccine passports:-      
https://odysee.com/@Illusion2Reality:b/Australia---Now-an-Authoritarian-Police-State:2    



   

- AUSTRALIAN POLICE OFFICERS SPEAKOUT OUT AGAINST COVID MANDATES:- Senior constable Alex Cooney 
sent a letter to the NSW Police Commissioner voicing his concerns AND he then organised a petition which has now 
been signed by 6500 police officers.  Further to this, Snr Constable Kevin Dawson has now accepted the challenge 
and issued his own open letter, declaring his support of Alex' request for a thorough investigation.  
https://advocateme.wixsite.com/copsforcovidtruth/the-project 
- Australian Techers say NO:-  Approximately 60,000 signatures have signed petition:-     
https://www.advocateme.com.au/post/nsw-teachers-unite-against-mandatory-
vaccination?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter+-
+10.09.21&cmid=7c401a87-da66-4dac-84de-b868ee3e4c50   AND  
https://advocateme.wixsite.com/teacherssayno 
- South Australian Truck Drivers successfully stood up against mandatory vaccination attempt:- 
https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/sa-truckies/ 
 
INTERNATIONAL LAWYERS 
 

Attorney Robert F Kennedy (USA) – website = https://childrenshealthdefense.org/  (huge amounts of info) 
- their legal information = https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender-legal/   
- their BigPharma info - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender_category/big-pharma/   
- their ‘Defender’ newsletter - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/     (Very helpful to subscribe, free, to 
their daily newsletter to keep abreast of world events – you can unsubscribe at any 
time).  Eg.  https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-maine-healthcare-workers-sue-state-over-vaccine-
mandate/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=d97237de-241f-4593-a2c9-0c36197c3471 
- Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich (Germany/USA) –  
a.  Investigative Corona Commission Germany (of which RF is a critical part) – https://corona-ausschuss.de/en/  
b.  Dr Fuellmich’s ‘own’ webpage: - https://www.fuellmich.com/ 
c.  Dr Fuellmich’s LEGAL ACTIONS/INFO:- https://www.corona-schadensersatzklage.de/was-steckt-hinter-der-
geplanten-sammelklage/  which includes an FAQ (https://www.corona-schadensersatzklage.de/faq/). 
- ICAN (USA) –  https://www.icandecide.org/   They have a very large legal team – multiple filings submitted.  
 
 

LEGAL RESOURCE DOCUMENTS, ACTIVISM,  
 

-  YOU CAN SAY ‘NO’ (Documents) – Reignite Democracy Australia 
https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/youcansayno/  and   https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.
au/resource-documents/  NB:  RDA founder Monica Smit is an extremely brave young woman who has done 
everything in her power to raise awareness of the current crisis.  She was arrested on 1.9.21 and is STILL being 
held in prison – her release date is uncertain.    - https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/monicas-arrest/   
AND  - https://odysee.com/@SocialistRepublicOfVictoria:3/monica-smit-of-reignite-democracy:6  AND 
- https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/monicas-legal-defence-
fundraiser/?vgo_ee=m1aZVVh2tc3bO05G84Rau1lFtxfWMIFKaF%2FIxcBcuPM%3D 
- People for safe vaccines - https://www.peopleforsafevaccines.org/  
 

- Vaccine Choice Australia - https://www.vaccinechoiceaustralia.com.au/  AND 
https://www.vaccinechoiceaustralia.com.au/truthday.html  and  https://www.vaccinechoiceaustralia.com.au/resour
ces.html) 
- AVN (Australian Vaccination Network)  – Vaccine refusal forms - https://avn.org.au/information/vaccines-and-
diseases/vaccine-refusal-forms/ 
- Dr Judy Wilyman – Australia  (Science/PhD vaccines) – Info re: opposing  mandatory vaccinations in Australia– 
https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/opposing-mandatory-vaccination-in-australia/ 
- No Jab for Me -  https://nojabforme.info/#startenglish 
 

- Jab Update - https://jabupdate.com/ 
 

-  *** The Australia Project:-   https://theaustraliaproject.org/Letters/llanding.html  (includes cease and desist 
orders specifically created for Australian doctors/pharmacists etc (Providers). They reference crucial laws that 
highlight the unlawful nature of lockdowns, the quarantining of healthy Australians and the crimes potentially being 
committed by injecting our people with untested vaccines).  
- Know Your Rights:-  https://www.knowyourrightsgroup.com.au/  
- John Platinum Goss - https://johnplatinumgoss.com/resources/  
 



 
AUSTRALIAN DOCTORS, RESEARCHERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS AND ECONOMISTS WHO ARE SPEAKING OUT 
 

- Covid Medical Network (Australian Doctors speaking out) - https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/ 
 

- Australian Psychologist (Ros Cook)- speaking out about the serious risks of harm to children - 
https://rumble.com/vlq0js-australian-psych-perspective.html 
 

- Gigi Foster (Professor Economics at UNSW) –  extremely alarmed by lockdowns and other draconian measures and 
highlights the harm they are causing https://odysee.com/@NoNewAbnormal:4/Gigi-Foster-Inquiry-into-the-
Victorian-Government-Response-to-Covid:a  and here with Attorney Dr Reiner Fuellmich (start at 
43:25)   https://odysee.com/@Corona-Ausschuss:3/Tony-Nikolic---Loiacono---Foster---Sitzung-64-Medienkritik-war-
gestern:a 
-  Dr Judy Wilyman (Science/PhD vaccines) - https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/ 
 

-  Gus Worland (Founder of mental health foundation ‘Gothcha4Life’ -
  https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/gus-worland/  - More people are dying from the lockdowns and 
fear mongering than Covid.  
 
 

AUSTRALIAN ACTIVISM/GROUPS –    (And there are MANY more groups out there!) 
 

-  Reignite Democracy Australia/RDA  (> than  60,000 members) - https://www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/  
 

-  Stand in the Park -  https://astandinthepark.org/ &  https://astandinthepark.org/news/auevents/.  
 

-  Australian Vaccine Network - https://avn.org.au/   
 

-  Dr Judy Wilyman - Vaccination Decisions -– https://www.vaccinationdecisions.net/ 
 

-  WA Freedom Cell & WA Freedom Keepers -   
-  Australian Vaccination-risks Network: - https://avn.org.au/   
 

-  WA Freedom Keepers:-  https://www.instagram.com/wa_aus_freedom_keepers/ 
 

- Common Law website:- https://commonlaw.earth/ 
 

-  https://uap-craigkelly.com.au/ 
 

-  https://www.instagram.com/wa_aus_freedom_keepers/ 
 
 

A few INTERNATIONAL ACTIVISM GROUPS 
https://mamm.org/ - (Millions against medical mandates) 
https://thegreaterreset.org/ (The Greater Reset) 
https://theconsciousresistance.com/ (The Conscious Resistance Network with Derrick Broze) 
https://unlimitedhangout.com/author/whitney-webb/  (The Unlimited Hangout with Whitney Webb) 
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/GwPziiQZrVT3/  (The Corbett Report with James Corbett) 
https://johnplatinumgoss.com/  (John Goss) 
 
 
 

17.   SUPPORT       (Please refer to https://www.keepinformed.info/ for any updates) 

  
Please keep an eye on the https://www.keepinformed.info/ website for any possible updates to this document – 
particularly with regards to links to those offering healing solutions and support to the vaccine injured – and for 
those who are trying to maintain wellness during the current crisis.  In the interim, you may like to explore the 
information being provided by various doctors and natural health care professionals who are working hard to 
develop and provide healing solutions and who have been mentioned throughout this document.  You might also 
like to consider exploring ‘local’ integrative doctors and natural health practitioners (eg. naturopaths) for 
assistance – particularly those who are experienced in ‘heavy metal’ and ‘poison/chemical’ detoxification.  This 
list is in no way exhaustive but may help you to get started.  PLEASE ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT THE BODY’S 
CAPACITY TO HEAL IS ABSOSLUTELY AMAZING &  LIMITLESS.   
 (NB:  The names, links and information included here are not being recommended or endorsed in any way and 
they do not constitute medical advice – please seek professional advice for support).     
 
 



- “Detox from covid vaccine”:- https://odysee.com/@Marine1063:0/Detox-from-Covid-Vaccine:0  

-  FLCCC Alliance protocol – how to stay healthy:-  https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/08/PastedGraphic-4.jpg  And FLCCC comment re: post vaccination “LHCS is ……being 

observed in some people that have received vaccines (likely due to monocyte activation by the spike protein from 

the vaccine).” - https://covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-recover-protocol/   

- Pine needle tea:-  https://thetruthaboutvaccines.com/?s=pine+needle+tea  

- Dr Andrew Kaufman - rjbroomhall@hotmail.com  

- Dr Tom Cowan - https://drtomcowan.com/  

- Dr Sherri Tenpenny - https://www.drtenpenny.com/  

- Dr Carrie Madej  - Questions from those who have taken the vaccine - https://odysee.com/@Jadu200:7/Project-

Camelot---DR.-CARRIE-MADEJ:a   (At approx..  1hr mark she talks about healing strategies).   AND  

https://odysee.com/@WilliamBrown:a/remedies-for-5G-radiation-poisioning---Dr.-Carrie-Madej:7  

- Dr Christiane Northrup - https://www.drnorthrup.com/  

- Dr Joseph Mercola - https://www.mercola.com/%C2%A0  

- Sayer Ji - https://www.greenmedinfo.com/  

- EMF academy (Supplements) - https://emfacademy.com/best-supplements-minerals-emf-

protection/#:~:text=EMF%20Radiation%20has%20been%20shown,and%20Iodine%20directly%20combats%20this.

&text=High%20levels%20of%20heavy%20metals,the%20body%20of%20heavy%20metals. 

Information about d-dimer test:- https://medlineplus.gov/lab-tests/d-dimer-test/  

Information about Ozone Therapy - https://odysee.com/@RobertRowenMD:4/vaccine-injury-resolving-with-

ozone:4 

 
*** Hopi Indian Chief White Eagle commented a few days ago on the current situation: 
′′This moment humanity is experiencing can be seen as a door or a hole. The decision to fall in the hole or walk 
through the door is up to you. If you consume the news 24 hours a day, with negative energy, constantly nervous, 
with pessimism, you will fall into this hole.  But if you take the opportunity to look at yourself, to rethink life and 
death, to take care of yourself and others, then you will walk through the portal.  Take care of your home, take 
care of your body. Connect with your spiritual home. When you take care of yourself, you take care of everyone at 
the same time.  Do not underestimate the spiritual dimension of this crisis. Take the perspective of an eagle that 
sees everything from above with a broader view. There is a social question in this crisis, but also a spiritual 
question. The two go hand in hand.   Without the social dimension we fall into fanaticism. Without the spiritual 
dimension, we fall into pessimism and futility.  Are you ready to face this crisis. Grab your toolbox and use all the 
tools at your disposal.  Learn resistance from the example of Indian and African peoples: we have been and are 
exterminated. But we never stopped singing, dancing, lighting a fire and rejoicing.  Don't feel guilty for feeling 
blessed in these troubled times. Being sad or angry doesn't help at all. Resistance is resistance through joy!  You 
have the right to be strong and positive. And there's no other way to do it than to maintain a beautiful, happy, 
bright posture.  Has nothing to do with alienation (ignorance of the world). It's a resistance strategy.  When we 
cross the threshold, we have a new worldview because we faced our fears and difficulties. This is all you can do 
now: 
- Serenity in the storm 
- Keep calm, pray everyday 
- Make a habit of meeting the sacred everyday. 
Show resistance through art, joy, trust and love. 
Hopi Indian Chief White Eagle 
July 9th 2021 
 

 
 
DISCLAIMER:-  The material and information contained in this document (and on the website) is for general information 
purposes ONLY.  It does NOT constitute medical advice, medical recommendation, medical diagnosis or medical therapy.  You 
should not rely upon this material or information as a basis for making any business, legal, medical, health or any other 
decisions.  Please seek professional advice for support.  Under no circumstances shall the author of this document/website be 
liable for any direct, indirect or incidental consequences, special or exemplary damages in connection with the access or use 
of the content here. 


